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FOREWORD

The work describeJ in this report was authorized under Task 1B522301A08101,
"Dissemination Investigations of Liquid and Solid Agents (U)." The work was
started in July 1965 and completed in September 1966.

Reproduction of this document in whole or in part if prohibited except with
permission of the 6O, Edgewood Arsenal, ATTN: SMUEA-RPR, Edgewood Arsenal,

Maryland 21010; however, Defense Documentation Center is authorized to reproduce
the document for US Government purposes.

The information in this document has not been cleared for release to ;he
general public.

The authors wish to acknowledge the able assistance of P. M. Newgard,
who developed the mechanical design details of the probe assembly, and of
B. A. Wolfe, for his prompt and capable handling of most of the mechanical
fabrication used in this study.
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DIGEST

A technique has been developed for measuring both the electrical

mobility distribution of nn aerosol and the average effective size at

each mobility level. With this technique, an acrosol is passed through

a purifier and a narrow mobility chann--l (1.5 in. spacing between

collection electrodes, 10 in. wide and 15 in. long). The purifier

removes charged particles from all but a thin central stream that enters

the mobility chamber halfway between the electrodes. Particles are

deposited on an insulating surface according tc their mobility. The

total charge distribution on the walls Is dettimined by a special

scanning probe. The mass distribution is determined by chemical or

colorimetric analysis. Tests carried out to determine the mobility

distribution of a uranine aerosol generated by atomizing and evaporating

a dilute water solution yielded reasonably consistent results. Although

no absolute basis of assessment was available, the results were consistent

with expected magnitudcs Average particle diameter (volume-to-diameter

mean) was 0.8 micron, and particle charge levels ranged from 0.05 to

1 volt/micron specific particle surface gradient. Remaining problem areas

are lisLed and suggestions are given for improvirg the technique and

extvnding its usefulness.
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I INTRODUCTION

To asses% the role of electrostatics in aerosol dissemination, it

is necessary to have a means for characterizing the electrostatic prop-

erties of aerosols. To describe those properties completely calls for

the evaluation of a distribution function of the form shown in Fig. 1,

or its equivalent. The literature is replete with techniques for

measuring electrostatic properties; however, all provide only a portion

of the data necessary for formulating a complete distribution and most

are eithvr difficult to apply or involve instrinsic uncertainties or

limitations. The available techniques are summprrzed and discussed in

a previous report (Lapple, 1965'. in which the deveioprent of a rapid and

reliable technique is recommended.

The purpose of this investigation was to evaluate the concept for

a new instrument to characterize electrostatic properties of aerosols.

This concept would (1) incorporate the best features of available

techniques, ?) incorporate novel features to extend the scope of the

assessment without undue complexity, and (3) be readily alaptable as a

tool for field assessment.
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II SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

An instrument and technique was developed for measuring both the

electrical mob).lity distribution of an aerosol and the sverage particle

diameter (volume-to-diameter mean; 131) at each mobiiity level. The

aerosol is first passed through a "purifier" in which the charged particles

from all but a thin central stream are removed by an electrostatic field.

The particles in the central stream are then classified by sign and

deposited according to mobility along two polystyrene electrodes in a

mobility channel. The deposited particles are first scanned by a novel

probe device to establish their charge level and then analyzed chemically

or optically to establish mass distribution. These two sets of data in

conjunction dith the known mobility-position relationship are used to

establish the average diameter at each mobility level.

To assess the useful. .ss of the technique, it was used to measure

the barge Jistribution in an aerosol generated by atomizing and evap-

orating a 2 wt% solution of uranine dye in water. It was found that

positive and negative parcicles were present in nominally equal amounts

with about the same mobility distribution and had an average effective

Ciameter (volume-to-diameter mean size) of 0.8 micron. The size was

cousistent with expectations from previous work with a similar aerosol.

The measured charge levels, expressed as specific particle surface gra-

dients, ranged from 0.05 to 1 volt/P, which corresponds to a charge

1evel in the atomized drop before evaporation of 0.002 to 0.05 vclt/p.

T,,s corresponds to the range of values reported in the literature for

charge levels produced by atomization.

Although intrinsic measurements were considerably better, the data

showed spreads averaging ±204. Negatively charged particles were

slightly more p-evalent than the positive charged ones and had a 50C

greater charge. Correspondingly, .he average diameter of the negative

particles was some 15% smaller than for the positive particles. A few
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anomalous results were also found. Uufortunately, there are no absolute

means available for assessing the present techniques. The spread in the

data could reflect reproducibility limitations of the present equipment

or actual variations in the test aerosol. There are shortcomings in the

purifier performance, and some obvious steps are presented for alleviating

them. Actual variations in the test aerosol may have been due to variation

of some conditions during generation. Thus, although the technique and

t;quipment for measuring aerosol charge distribution are shown to be

operational, certain obvious modifications should be made and proved to

improve and extend its usefulness, indicated in Section III.

12



III RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER DEVELOPMENT

Although the general usefulness of the aerosol charge measuring

technique has been demonstrated, certain improvements in the technique

are indicated. A few other measurements are suggested to better bracket

the limitations and to extend the usefulness of the technique. These

are discussed below.

1. The collection efficiency of the purifier should be in-
creased. This can be done both (a) by lengthening the

purifier plates threefold, and (b) by providing for
corona charging by shortening the charged electrodes
1 in. and installing a 50-micron diameter wire Rbout
1/2-in, downstream from the edge of the grounded
electrodes but in the plane of the charged electrodes.
This would call for a total of six such wires. It is

also suggested that the purifier plates be coated
with a thin film of nonconductive plastic. This may
not be necessary with adhesive aerosol particles but

could be with coarser conductive dry aerosol particles.
It might also raise th3 purifier collection efficiency

by permitting operation at higher potential differences.

2. The calibration capacitance of the probe system should
be checked by direct measurements of a known charge.

The known charge can be obtained by scribing vertical
insulating lines on a metal-vapor coated electrode
that can then be charged at a known spacing from a
grounded electrode by means of a battery. This electrode

would then be used in place of the polystyrene collection

electrode and scanned with the probe.

3, The mobility channel should be operated without aerosol,

to obtain a measure of stray charges that can be picked
up from the compressed air stream. This has never been

done.

4. The channel should be operated at higher capacities to
minimize disturbing convective stream influences. It

is indicated that the present channel could be operated

at capacities up to 6 cfm before disruptive turbulence
would ensue. Present tests have only gone as high as

1,2 cfm. At the higher capacities, the channel could
handle aerosol particles up to 30 microns diameter,

where at present capacities it is restricted to the
range under 15 microns.

13



5. The reproducibility of the technique should be established
more definitely and the question of whether the present
scatter is in the technique or in the aerosol itself
should be resolved. Any further operations with an aerosol
generated by spraying uranine solution should be made at
lower spray rates to minimize any aerosol variation
problems associated with temperature and humidity changes.
The spray head should also be grounded to avoid spurious
induced electrostatic charges.

6. If a chart readout of the probe traverse is desired, the
traverse speed should be adjusted to accommodate the
response time of the electrometer. In the present system,
the traverse speed used (16 in./min), was somewhat too
great and because of meter overshoot, the probe haa to be
stopped to ensure a reliable reading at a specific location.

14



IV DESCRIPTION OF MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUE

If an aerosol flowing in a channel is exposed to a lateral electro-

static field, the aerosol particles will receive lateral velocity compo-

nents proportional to their electrostatic mobility. These lateral velocity

components will cause the particles to migrate toward the channel walls

and deposit on them. The point on the wall where a given particle deposits

will depend on its initial position in the channel and its electrostatic

mobility. If the channel wall is a conductor, the particle may not only

lose its charge on being deposited but may acquire a reverse charge

due to the impressed field intensity at the collection surface. This

reverse sign can cause the particle to leave the surface again and migrate

toward the opposite wall. The extent to which this can happen depends on

the electrical conductivity of the aerosol particle and the magnitude of

the adhesive force between the particle and the surface. By covering the

conductive channel walls with an insulator, however, the aerosol particles

can be exposed to an electrostatic field but cannot lose their charge

on being deposited.

The essential details of the proposed techniques for recovering

mobility of aerosol particles are illustrated by Fig. 2. By confining

the entering aerosol to a narrow central stream, all the aerosol particles

start at essentially the same distance from the electrode walls. The

negatively chirged particles will then migrate toward the positive

electrodes while the positive particles migrate toward the negative

electrodes. If the electrode is covered with an insulating surface, a

particle will deposit and remain deposited at a downstream position that

is inversely proportional to the electrostatic mobility of the particle.

The aerosol particles will, therefore, be classified not only by sign

of charge but by magnituoo of their mobility.

To achieve quantitative classification, it is necessary for the

entire flow across the channel width to be laminar and of known (preferably

uniform) velocity profile. To avoid mixing or turbulence, it is necessary

15



for the central narrow aerosol stream to be surrounded by clean gas

entering at substantially the same velocity as the aeroiol stream. The

achievement of this velocity balaacing poses a major problem. Because

of the possible effect on the aerosol particles and alteration of them,

the usual type of meter cannot be used to meter the aerosol stream. The

need for metering and balancing two stream velocities'can be avoided by

admitting the aerosol stream over the entire cha",nel width anu removinzg

all aerosol particles from the outer portion of the stream tafore the

stream reaches the active mobility channel electrqdes. This con be done

by passing the aerosol through a passage containing a large number of

vertical, equally spaced partitions, with the two central partitions

grounded and all other partitions alternately charged and grounded. If

such a channel is made long enough, charged aerosol particles in all but

the central channel will be caused to deposit on the vertical partitions.

To guard against redispersion of nonadhesive conductive particles, the

charged partition plates should be covered with an insulating surface.

The technique is basically equivalent to that used by Sergiyeva k!958)

to maintain a constant moisture saturation in the clean shielding air.

In this report, the device for removing aerosol particles from the

outer portions of the aerosol stream has been termed a "purifier." This

combination of purifier and mobility channel represents essentially a

combination of techniques previously reported by Gillespie and Langstroth

(1952) and modified by Sergiyeva (1958). This combination represents a

means for measuring mobility distribution of an aerosol. This distribution

is determined by measuring the quantity of deposit as a function of

position on the wall. The full theory involved in the operation of the

mobility channel is discussed in Appendixes A, C, and D.

Since mobility is a function of both particle size and charge (in

addition to ambient and operating conditions), such a measurement will

not yield any inforwation regarding either of these characteristics

alone. However, if the total charge of the wall deposit is measured as

a function of position in addition to total mass, additional information

can be obtained regarding the average properties of the deposit. This is

obtained from the average measured charge of the deposit and the known

16
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mobility corresponding to the position of the deposit. Thus, by this

separate charge measurement a measure of the average size and charge level

of material can be obtained at each mobility level.

In the present development, a probe device has been designed and

developed to measure the charge distribution on the channel walls. The

probe consisted of two long, narrow, flat metal electrodes. The two

electrodes were mounted back to back with a grounded wall between them

and surrounded on the sides by a grounded shield. The outer exposed

faces of each electrode faced the two mobility channel walls. The probe

was inserted into the mobility channel after a run and mechanically

allowed to traverse the entire length of the mobility channel. During

the charge measurement, the metal mobility channel electrodes behind

each plastic collection electrode were grounded, The probes were grounded

while surrounded by grounded surfaces just before a traverse commenced

to ensure that they were electrically neutral. During the traverse each

probe was floating electrically and connected to an electrometer. It

read, therefore, the potential induced on it by the presence of charges

on the plastic collection electrode it faced. The full theory of the

probe performance characteristics is discussed in Appendix E.

If, instead of using the purifier, the aerosol stream were admitted

over the entire width of the mobility channel, a classification of particles

by electrical mobility would still take place. However, at each position

on the wall there would be an overlap of particles of different mobility.

Particles of low mobility starting close to the wall would deposit at

the same point as particles of higher mobility starting at a greater

distance from the wall. It can be shown mathematically that it is possible

to obtain a mobility distribution from such overlapping deposits. To do

so, however, requires a process of differentiation (or curve-tangent

intercepts) similar to the procedure necessary in interprctiz results

from size analysis techniques, such as the Oden sedimentation balance.

It would, however, be much more difficult to assign any physical signif-

icance to the average effective particle size obtained at each position

from the charge probe data. In fact, the average effective size so

measured would be a function of the overall aerosol distribution, not

just of the distribution within a given mobility range.

17
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V REPRESZM4ATION OF DISTRIBUTION DATA

Figure 1 shows a format for presenting a complete description of

both size and charge distribution data on both a cumulative and a fre-

quency basis. Charge has been expressed in terms of electrical mobility

(a combined function of charge and size). However, other functions of

charge (charge alone, specific particle surface gradient, specific par-

ticle surface potential, etc.) could be used in place of the mobility

coordinate to yield an alternative method of presentation. Any of these

forms would be derivable from the format shown in the firure, or vice

versa. To obtain a complete discription, the complete family of curves

(or a surface) is required as shown.

The conventional size distribution curve ignores charge distribu-

tion. In Fig. 1, the conventional cumulative size distribution curve

would be given by the intercept of the surface with the plane corre-

sponding to infinite positive electrical particle mobility. This

intercept is so labeled in the figure. The conventional frequency

distribution cannot be shown directly In this figure. The conventional

frequency curve corresponds to a plot of (df/dD)•m vs D (or involv-

ing any other function of D ). It can be obtained by differentiating
p

the intercept corresponding to the conventional cumulative size distri-

bution curve at various size levels or by integrating the frequency

curve in Fig. 1 at several given size levels,

(dcp/dDpI)!•. ' = /_- p Ope)Dpdp M

This will give the frequency at the given size level. Repeat integra-

tions will give the frequency at other size levels. To convert the

frequency curve in Fig. 1 to the conventional cumulative size distribu-

tion curve would require a double integration,

19
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D
(p)• S P +D p 2CP/ 2D p ýOpe)Dpd 0pe(2= dDf( 'D8 (2)

0 40 p

This mobility (or charge) distribution curve Is given by the inter-

cept of the surface with the plane corresponding to Infinite particle

size. The corresponding frequency distribution for charge alone could

be obtained by differentiating this curve to obtain (dcp/dO pe)D = at

various mobility levels or by integrating the general frequency curve

at several given mobility levels.

(dcp/d-pe)D0 =4 e (•2 dDp (3)
p op

The measurement device developed in this atudy will not by itself

give the complete distribution depicted in Fig. 1. It will give the

mobility distribution (the intercept of the plane corresponding to

D = witn the surface). This is obtained directly from the measured
p

mass distribution along the collection electrodes. In addition, the

measured values of charge distribution along the electrode will yield

a measure of the average charge-to-mass ratio, R , at each mobilityc aV

level. Alternatively, this can also be expressed as an average effec-

tive particie diameter at each mobility level. As proved In Appendix A,

this average particle diameter at each mobility level is the average

defined by

1/2
n

D D dn
DpPO (4)

pa nDp(kcae/kc)dnpi

For particles large compared to the mean free path of the gas molecules

(i.e., D >> 0.1 jL at atmospheric conditions), D is identical with
p pao

- (see Appendix B for conventions In defining mean diameters). ForD31

particles that ar* small compared to the mean free path (D p <K 0.1 at

20
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atmospheric condition), Dpas is identical with D32 or the Sauter diameter.
In general the Sauter diameter is finer than the mass median diameter but

coarser than the volume-to-diameter mean, D3 1 . Appendix B gives bases

for relating these various mean diameters to each other and to both the

number and mass median diameters.

If the complete form of Fig. I were desired, it wnuld be necessary

to measure the size distribution of the material collected at each mobility

level (i.e., collected on each tape) instead of simply an average size

at each level.

I

I
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VI EXPERIMENTAL EQUIPMENT AND PIVCEWIARES

This section describes the arrangement and use of all major pieces

of equipment. A schematic arrangement of all the experimental equipment

is shown in Fig. 3. Figure 4 presents photographs of the various

assemblies and elements, while Fig. I presents details. Table IV gives

specifications of the major units of commercial equipment employed.

Changes were made to the equipment during the program. Altogether

there were three significantly different arrangements of the experimental

apparatus. These are all illustrated In Fig. 4. The subsequent sections

will point out the nature and reason for the differences. The final

arrangement is illustrated by Figs. 3 and 4d.

A. Aerosol Generation System

To assess the performance characteristics of the charge analyzing

equipment, it wes necessary to provide a source of charged aerosol. This

was done by pneuratically spraying a dilute dye solution into a large

aerosol (2-ft X 2-ft X 8-ft--high) chamber, as shown in Figs. 3 and 4a.

The chamber served as a holdup device 11) in which the water could

evaporate from the droplets, (2) in which the droplets could mix with

air to give a unifo-m aerosol cloud, and (3) from which aerosol samples

could be withdrawn through the charge analyzing equipment once equilibrium

conditions were established in the aerosol chamber.

Fro- the aerosol chamber the aerisol was exhausted to the itmosphere

at the bottom cf the chamber through a water scrubber that minimized

contamination of the room with aerosol mnd provided material-balance

data. The scrubber originally consisted of a high-pressure (40 psig)

water jet pointed into a 2-1n. pipe equipped with a gate valve down-

s~re".. Because of subsequent problems with material balances, the

*ater ejector wai -placed with a comprems!d O1r eector to provide more

intensive scrubbing contact. '.he uir nozzle was directed into a 1/2-in.

pipe and water r-as admitted with the induced air. Although never

23
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established in detail it is likely that the original water scrubber

was over 90 percent effective in removing aeroeol, since early material

balance problems were subsequently traced to another factor. The com-

pressed-air-jet scrubber efficiency was measured as 95 to 97%. In either

case, the jet on the scrubber would put the aerosol chamber under vacuun

unless the gate valve in the discharge line was throttled. In all runs,

the pressure in the aerosol chamber was maintained above atmospheric

by adjustment oi Lhat valve and the air or water rate. The aerosol

chamber pressure never exceeded atmospheric pressure by more than 1 cm

xylene during a run and normally was maintained at 2 to 3 mm xylene.

Although, as shown in Fig. 4a, the aerosol chamber was equipped to

permit admission of additional dilution air from the room, this was

never done during normal operation. The only air entering the aerosol

chamber was the 8.5 scfm used for atomization.

The aerosol was generated by pumping a 2.00-weight-percent water

solution of uranine dye (technical grade of disodium fluorescein) through

a rotameter into a pneumatic atomizing nozzle. In all runs, the rotameter

was operated at the same flow meter reading, with a nominal flow rate of

3 cc/min. Because the flow meter was sensitive to ambient temperature

the actual flow rate was taken from a calibratioia curve that showed a

flow rate variation with temperature of 1.5%/°C, the rate increasing

with temperature. Details of this'liquid feed system are shown in

Figs 4j, 4k, 5a, and 5b.

It was normal practice to maintain liquid and air feed to the aerosol

chamber at constant conditions for a period of at least 30 minutes before

making any measurements in the mobility channel system. This w. to

ensure that equilibrium was established in the aerosol chamber.

B. Mobility Channel System

The outlet from the aerosol chsmt'er to the mobility channel system

was a 6-in. x 15-in. opening in the side of the aerosol chamber. On

the inside of the aerosol chamber this opening was covered by a hood as

shown in Fig. 4j, to minimize the possibility of impinging high velocity

24



air jets on rortions of the opening and to prevent aerosol chamber wash

water from entering the mobility channel system. This hood was installed

in the last two equipment arrangements used.

The original arrangement of the mobility channel system is shown

in Figs. 4a and 4b. The hooded aerosol chamber outlet port was con-

nected to the mobility channel through a duct of 6-in. X 15-in. cross

section, containing a honeycomb-type flow straightener at the inlet end.

TTe purifier shown in Fig. 4e was mounted between the mobility channel

and this aerosol chamber exhaust duct with the upstream flared ead of

the purifier projecting into the exhaust duct.

The mobility chamber discharged Into a plenum chamber containing a

bag filter. From here, the gases were led in turn through a control

valve, a critical flow metering orifice, and a vacuum pump.

After early operating experiences, this arrangement underwent two

stages of significant change. In the first stage, shown in Fig. 4c,

a horizontal wooden channel 1 in. wide, 15 in. high, and 3 ft long was

placed between the aerosol chamber exhaust port and the 6-in. X 15-in.

duct. This was added to provide a means foi, bringing the sampled gas

up to room temperature and to thermally insulate the aerosol chamber

walls (which become cold due to water evaporetion) from the mobility

channel walls to minimize the thermal convection currents that had been

observed previously. In addition the bag filter was replaced with two

bubbl6rs in series (1/10-in. and 1/8-in. nozzle diameter and operatfd

at a combined pressure drop of some 9 in, Hg), and the mobility channel

wae thermally insulated during any runs wt.th a covering of B-glass

fiber.

The aer'osol was observed with a strong collimated light beam as

it traveled down the mobility channel with the purifier energized and

'he mobility channel electrodes grounded. Once all the system leats were

oliminated, a thin aerosol stream could be seen clearly moving down the

center of the mobility channel. This stream was almost undisturbed at

the inlet end of the mobility channel, ,ut by the time it reached the

downstream end of the channel the top one-third to half the aerosol had
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disappeared. There was also some wavering of the stream that could be

exaggerazed by touching or tapping the channel walls. This would indicate

the presence of a convective cell circulating upward at the mobility

channel walls and downward at the center. Although there were times when

the aerosol stream remained confined as a narrow central stream, its be-

havior was often erratic, and the disappearance of the top of the stream

toward the downstream end was always present.

This led to the decision to go to the final modification shown in

Fig. 4d. The major change was to replace the horizontal wooden channel

with a vertical wooden channel. This vertical channel first directed

the gAses downward, then upward, as illustrated in Fig. 3, so that the

mobility channel could be located at a reasonably accessible height.

The vertical channel had a 1-1/2-in. by 15-in. cross section where it was

connected to the aerosol chamber. The subsequent cross sections were

1-1/2 in. by 11 in., and two curved splitters were located at each turn-

ing point to minimize flow distortion. In this modification, the purifier

was connected directly to the wooden channel.

In this final arrangement, a guard plate assembly (discussed later)

was also added to the inlet ol the mobility channel and required an

additional 4-in. length of 1-1/2-in. X 10-in, aluminum channel to be

installed between the purifier and the mobility channel as shown in

Fig. 4k. Also a filter-paper holder followed by a cleanup bubbler was

used downstream of the mobility channel in place of the two bubblers

previously used. In this final arrangement, the air-operated scrubber

was used on the ae:'osol chamber exhaust gases. All quantitative data

reported in Tables II and III were taken with this final equipment

arrangement.

This vertical orientation of the mobility channel was observed in

operation with a light beam when the purifier potential was turned on

but when no p3tential was on the mobility channel electrodeo. A narrow

sheet of aerosol was cbserved with more of the wavering or distortion

previously observed.
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Details of the purifier are shown in Figs. 4e and 5c. This consisted

essentially of 13 vertical channels, 0.105 in. wide by 10 in. high, with

0.010-in.-thick x 3-in.-long stainless sfel partitions electrically

insulated from each other. The two central partitions and every alternate

partition were grounded, while the remaining partitions were raised to

a high negative potential. Although a poteAitial of as much as 3000 volts

could be applied across the plates without arcing, this was not con-

sistently possible, especially when operating with aerosol. It was found

that a potential of up to 1500 volts could be used consistently without

arcing. In these tests, the purifier plates were not covered with an

electrical insulating coating. Since the aerosol particles were probably

at least tacky, it was unlikely that there was any redispersion.

Details of the mobility channel are shown in Figs. 4f, 4g, 5d, and

5e. The inside dimensions of the mobility channel were 1-1/2 in. wide

by 10 in. high by 25 in. long. While the top and bottom of the channel

were made of Lucite, the ends were aluminum. The sides at the tenter of

the channel were composed of two removable electrodes mounted to fit flush

with the inside channel walls. Each electrode consisted of a polystyrene

sheet (1/8 in. thick, 14-23/32 in. long, and 9-23/32 in. high) supported

1/8 in. away from an aluminum electrode. Polystyrene was chosen for its

low dielectric constant and high resistivity and served as the collection

electrode for the aerosol.

During early operation of the system, it was observed that considerable

aerosol was depositing upstream of the energized mobility channel electrodes.

At that time, one metal side electrode was grounded, as were the aluminum

walls on the upstream and downstream ends of the channel; the other metal

side electrode was at a high potential. Because of these observations,

a study was made of the magnitude and effect of fringe electrostatic

fields as reported in Appendix C. It was concluded that very intense

fields could exist upstream of the mobility channel electrode. These

could be largely avoided by the use of grounded guard plates and by

operating the mobility channel electrodes at equal and opposite potentials,

rather than having one grounded. Both steps were used in the final equip-

ment arrangement. These guard plates consisted of two vertical stainless
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steel panels spaced equally apart from each other and the channel walls.

These panels (0.040 in. thick, 10 in. high, and 9 in. long) were mounted

with spacers in a separate section of 4-in.-long aluminum duct. The

panels started 1 in. downstream from the inlet end of this duct and

protruded out of the rear of this duct. When assembled with the mobility

channel, the protruding portion projected into the mobility channel to

a point 3/8 in. beyond the beginning of the polystyrene collection

electrodes.

In actual use, plastic tapes (3/4-in.-wide Minnesota Mining and

Manufacturing Co. No. 810 "Scotch Magic Transparent Tape") were mounted

in predetermined positions (indicated by scribe r.Arks on the polystyrene

electrodes) along the length of the electrode as shown in Fig. 4 g. These

tapes were used to permit easy removal of aerosol deposit for subsequent

analysis. These tapes were marked to an exact length of 7-3/4 in. cor-

responding to the height seen by the probe-electrode and the excess

ends of the tapes were cut off before analysis.

In the original equipment arrangement, the air leaving the mobility

channel was allowed to pass through two bubblers in series, each con-

sisting of a glass nozzle submerged in water. These were replaced in

the final arrangement with a filter holder designed to use 12.5-cm-

diameter sheets of Whatman No. 1 filter paper. A bypass line around the

filter was provided for use at the start of a run, as will be described

later. The filter was followed by a bubbler that collected substantially

no aerosol when the filter was used but served to protect the vacuum

system in the event of a filter failure and during a filter bypass.

From the bubbler, the air passed through a critical-flow orifice

before going to the vacuum pump. This orifice consisted of a square-

edged hole, one hole diameter thick. A series of such orifices with hole

diameters ranging from 3/64 to 1/8 in. were provided and calibrated by

a water displacement technique. The flow rate was essentially proportional

to the absolute pressure measured with a mercury manometer just upstream

of the orifice, since the pressure at the pump was much less than half

the absolute upstream pressure in all cases. The critical flow discharge

coefficients calculated from these calibration data were within 2%
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of the expected value of 0.83, which is within the corresponding preci-t

sion with which the orifice diameter could be measured.

The probe assembly used for scanning the charge accumulated on the

polystyrene electrodes is shown in Figs. 4h, 41, and 5f. Each probe

electrode was aluminum (1/16 in. thick, 3/4 in. wide, and 7-5/8 ii'

high). It was surrounded by, but insulated from, an aluminum plate

1/8 in. away on all sides, except the surface facing the outside. This

electrode assembly was mounted in a frame and on a screw shaft in such

a way that it could be moved from one end of the frame to the other by

means of a motor. The shaft contained a threaded section with 18 threads

per inch and was connected directly to a 300 rpm output motor. The

shaft was also coupled to a linear displacement indicator that could be

adjusted to electrically read out the position of the probe electrode

with respect to the mobility channel electrode. While the probe electrode

was insulated from the carriage, it was connected to an electrometer by

means of a sliding contact on a shielded cable shaft.

To use the probe, the probe assembly was inserted into the mobility

channel along guide grooves cut into the center of the top and bottom

plastic surfaces of the mobility channel. When the probe assembly had

been completely inserted into the mobility channel, the motor was switched

on and the probe electrode was driven to either end of the channel, at

which point clips mounted in the aluminum walls of the channel automati-

cally grounded the probe electrode to remove any stray charge. The

carriage was then allowed to traverse the channel electrode at a rate

of 16 in./min. In all cases, the electrode readings were recorded when

the carriage position indicator corresponded to predetermined locations

corresponding to the positions of the plastic tapes. The carriage travel

was actually stopped at these locations and the electrometer reading

allowed to reach equilibrium. Each collection electrode was scanned at

least twice with the probe moving in both the upstream and downstream

direction.

During early runs, a few electrometer readings were recorded on a

strip recorder chart. A typical readout is shown in Fig. 8. This chart

was obtained at a time when bad field-fringing conditions existed at
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the ends of the electrode. It does illust.rate, however, the nature of

the traces obtained. In the final runs with guard electrodes, the peak

was shifted further downstream at the same channel flow velocity.

C. Operating Procedures

The volumes of the various elemetts of the system wore appreciable

compared to the flow rates, as shoc by the following:

Aerosol Generation Mobility Channel
:iystem System

Total volume, cu ft (nomin.&) 32 1

Wominal flow rate, cfm 8 1

Nominal hold-up time, rmin 4 1

Consequently, unsteady state periods during starting and stopping

operation could cJnstitute appreciable portions of the total operating

time during a run. Due allowances were made in the operating procedures

to either eliminate errors due to such periods or to compensate for

them. The following will present a step-by-step procedure of the manner

in which the system was operated.

1. Preliminary ProcedL,'os

Sa. Check all components of the system to be sure that
they are clean and dry, especially the nobility
channel electrode plates.

b. Process the nobility channel electrodes.

(1) Wash the surface of the electrodes with
alcohol to remove any tape or glue res-
idues from previous runs.

(2) Remove any electrostatic charges on the
plates and strips of Scotch tape by waving
the polonium delonizer strips (see Table IV
for details) over the surface.

(3) Carefully mount the strips of plastic
(Scotch) tape in proper positions on the
electrode.

(4) Insert the electrodes in the mobility chan-
nel assembly and clamp in place.
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(5) Remove any electrostatic charge from
the electrode surfaces by inserting
the polonium deionizer strip and
traversing the length of tI.e channel.

(6) Insert probe assembly and check to
see that electrometer reading is lesr
than 100 millivolts at all positions.

c. Assemble all the components of the mobility channel
system (wood channel, purifier, guard plate duct,
mobility channel, filter, and scrubber)

d. Run a leak test on the total system by pressurizing
to 1 to 2 cm xylene and observing rate of pressure
decay. Check system if leak rate is greater than
0.02 cfm at 1 cm xylene pressure. (It was never
necessary to do this.)

e. Temporarily turn on electrical system to be sure
that there are no shorts in the high potential
circuits.

2. Start Up Aerosol Generation System

a. Start pumping dye through rotometer, but discharging
to drain. Adjust rate to desired value.

b. Open vent valve in the bottom of aerosol chamber.

c. Connect supply hose from spray nozzle to beaker of
I water and turn on and adjust atomizing air. This

will suck up and atomize water from the beaker.

d. Turn on exhaust scrubber system.

e. Close vent valve and adjust scrubber water rate so
that pressure in aerosol chamber is 1 to 2 mm xylene.

f. Rapidly disconnect water beaker hose from spray
nozzle and connect hose from dye rotometer. Dye is
now being sprayed into the aerosol chamber at the
prescribed rate.

g. Allow the aerosol chamber to operate for 30 minutes
to reach equilibrium conditions, all the time main-
taining pressure, flow rate, etc., constant.

3. Prelim.i.nary Operation of Mobility Channel System (usually
required 20 minutes)

a. With filter holder bypassed, start vacuum pump and
adjust flow rate to desired value. Allow 5 minutes
for conditions in mobility channel system to equalize.

b. Turn on and adjust the power to purifier and wait
I minute.
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c. Make two 1-minute filter paper tests. These are made
by inserting two filter papers in the filter holder.
The flow Is then passed through the filter holder
for exactly I minute by adjusting the bypass valves.

4. Mobility Channel Run (normally required 20-35 minutes)

a. Put four filtei papers into the filter holder.

b. Turn on and adjust the nobility channel electrode
power at the same time the gas flow is admitted
to the filter holder. The nobility channel run
is now in progress.

c. During the run make a timed collection of the
aerosol chamber exhaust scrubber water effluent,
which normally goes to the drain.

d. Turn off power on mobility channel electrodes
and bypass the filter simultaneously. This
terminates the mobility channel run.

5. Shutdown Procedure (required a total of about 30 minutes)

a. Create a vacuum of 1 cm xylene in aerosol chamber
by adjustment of the exhaust scrubber water Pate.

b. Simultaneously disconnect the dye hose from the
atomizing nozzle, turn off the purifier power, and
open the downstream end of the mobility channel to
the atmosphere. This allows air to be sucked into
the nobility channel system and sweeps out all
suspended aerosol in that system.

c. Shut down the entire system after the aerorol
suspended in the aerosol chamber is displaced
(shut off atomizing air, scrubber water, and
dye pump).

6. Mobility Channel Ilectrode Analysis

a. Unbolt mobility channel, taking flanges off both
ends, and remove channel vo laboratory bench.

b. Insert probe assembly and scan each electrode
separately and at least twice, recording electro-
meter reading when position indicator shows probe
electrode is over a tape.
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c. Make mass determinations on tapes (usually not
done until after Step 7)

(1) Remove tapes one at a time and place on

paper backing

(2) cut tapes to proper premarked length

(3) Drop tapes into known 1,olume of water pre-
viously adjusted to pH f 11

(4) Dilute as necessary and analyze on Turner
fiuorometer.

d. Wipe off each electrode with separate damp cloth,
place cloth in water, and analyze leachings on
Turner fluorometer, diluting if necessary.

7. Disassemble the system, washing down each component and
recording quantity and analysis of each washing.

In the above procedures, distilled water was used in leaching the

tapes and filter papers, but tap water was used in all washings of com-

ponents, aerosol chamber washdown spray, and scrubber. Critical times

were recorded as follows:

1. For purposes of assessing deposition in the wood channel,
the time war taken as the total time that the mobility
channel system gas flow was on.

2. For deposition on unenergized walls (guard duct and mobility
channel), the time was taken as the length of time the
mobility channel electrode was energized on the grounds that
most of these deposits resulted from fringing electrostatic
fields.

3. For deposition rates in the purifier and on the mobility
channel walls, the effective time was taken as the length
of time the power was on each respective unit.

4. For the filters, the time was taken as the actual length

of time that tl'e filter was exposed to gas flow.

5. For deposition on the aerosol chamber walls, the time was
taken as the time during which uranine was belig fed to
the spray nozzle, on the grounds that the initial unsteady
state after sprp.ying starts would be compensated for by
the final unsteady state period after the spray is stopped.

All the fluorescence measurements were carried out on a Turner

fluoroseter (see Table IV for details).
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The primary filter used was an Eastman Kodak Wratten No. 47; three

secondary filters were used--Wratten No. 58, Corning No. 1-60, and

Wratten ND 1.00. With this filter arrangement, the sensitivity of the

instrument was approximately 10-10g uranine/cc (i.e., at most sensitive
-10

instrument setting, a concentration of 10 g/cc would cause the instru-

ment dial to deflect 1 division out of a total scale of 100 divisions).

Most measurements were made at a sample dilution corresponding to a

uranine concentration of 10-8 to 10-7 g/cc.

D. Preliminaa •"sluation

Early in the program, a considerable problem was experienced with

air leakage. This was most sericus at the mobility channel, because a

small leakage jet could create a circulation. In the final arrangement,

several leakage checks were made on each equipment component, and it was

established that leakage was less than 0.5% of the minimum air flow rate

that would normally be handled by that component. At a pressure of 1 cm

xylene above atmosphere, the leakage rate for the aerosol chamber was

0.017 cfm; for the entire mobility channel system, it was 0.0026 cfa.

These leakage rates were calculated from the calculated volume of the

component by pressurizing the component and measuring the rate at which

the pressure decayed.
C(arge retention on the polystyrene electrode was measured by

charging a portion of the electrode and, with both electrode Rnd probe

in place la the mobility channel, noting, the rate at which the indicated
[, /

probe potential decreased. Over a 50-hour period, the potential de-

creased 0.2% per hour (corresponding to a relaxation time of 21 days).

The effective capacitance of the probe electrode was established

as 163 picofarads (Appendix E). The accuracy of this valeo is limited

primarily by the ability to establish the average clearance between

the probe electrode face and the polystyrene electrode face. The poly-

styrene sheet showed significant variation in thickness (10.01 in.).

Attempts were made to c-mpensate for such variation by adjusting the

thickness'of the spacers between the polystyrene and the aluminum electrode.

It is estimated that the measured efZctive capacitance is good to better
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than 10%, and probably 5%. A better way to establish the capacitance

would be to plate the polystyrene electrode with a very thin conductive

layer and with narrow vertica' separations at, say, 1/8-in. intervals.

This surface could then be charged to a known charge density by placing

it parallel to a grounded surface and simultaneously exposing each strip

to a given battery petential. This surface could then be scanned by

the probe. An attempt to do this was made by painting the polystyrene

surface with an aluminum paint and scribing vertical breaks by means

of a razor used as a stylus. It was concluded, however, that the paint

film was too thick (of the order of 0.0! in.), and that there was too

such capacitance coupling between adjacent strips to make it possible

to establish a known and fixed charge density.

In early attempts at material balances, only a third to a half

of the uranine sprayed could be accounted for. Wall losses, leakage,

and effect of temperature on meter calibration were significant contrib-

uting causes, and were all subsequently corr'cted or allowed for. It

was found, however, that the single greatest problem with the material

balance was a time decay of the uranine solution fluorescence. Fluo-

rescence decays of 30 to 50% were encount' red over a period of 30 to

120 minutes. Such a decay was experienced only when tap water was used

at a pH less than 10. When either (1) distilled water was used, (2) tap

water was deaerated by boiling, or (3) tap water was raised to a pH of

10 or more before using, no decay was experienced. Because of the

relatively large amount of water required for the aerosol chamber scrubber

and wall-wash spra), it was not convenient to use distilled water there.

For this reason, and because tap water by itself gave no significnnt

background fluorescence, tap water was used for many dilutions as well.

To avoid the decay problem, th* uranine dye solution was alkaiized to

such an extent that all subsequent dilutions with tap water could not

drop below a pH of 10. This was done by adJusting the uranine feed

solution to a pH of 12.5 by addition of NeOH. Onc• this wfo done,

reasonable material balances were obtained. It was later suggested by

H. J. Eding (verbal coinanicaticn) that residual chlorine Light be the

agent responsible for the dectv. When hypochlorite was added to distilled
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water in concentration levels of a few parts per million, decay rates of

the magnitude previously experienced did result. Although this is not

conclusive evidence, it does suggest chlorine as the likely explanation.

Measurements were also checked with the feed uranine solution at

pH values un to 13.5, to be certain that high pH dil not result in de-

composition of the uranine.

hDuring the program, the density of the uranine powder particles

used to make up the uranine solution was measured as 1.540 g/cc (two

determinations yielded 1.536 and 1.544 g/cc) by displacement with

xylerte.

I
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VII EXPIMUITAL RESULTS

The primary purpose of this investigation was to evaluate the per-

formance of the mobility chaunel and probe assembly as a systew fox measuring

aerosol charge distribation. Consequently, this and subsequent sections

deal only with results aimed directly at this objective. Any res..lts of

preliminary evaluation and development not directly related, although

necessary for attainment of the objectives (such as analytical techniques)

are reported in previous sections.

Results of the primary study were all obtained with the final equip-

went arrangement depicted in Figs. 3 and 4d, and are summarized in Table

II. This primary study consisted of a series of five types of runs. In

the first series (Runs 1, 2, and 3), all high potential electrical power

was off, and the objective was to establish materin.1 balances and wall

deposition in the absence of electrostatic effects. The second series

(Runs P1, P2, and P3) was aimed at establishing the purifier performance

cbarlctexistics. The third (Runs'Al, A2. and A3) and fourth (Runs B1,

B2, and B3) series were aimed at actual operation of the mobility channel

system for measuring aerosol characteristics. In the A-series, a constant

channel velocity (3 cm/sec) and a constant potential difference across

the metal electrodes (±5000 volts 1 10,000 volts difference) were used.

In the B-series, both velocity and potential differences were doubled,

but the purifier potential difference was the same as for the A-series.

Thus, in the B-4er!..ýs, the particl: electrical mobility conditions in

the mobility channel were the saiue as in the A-series, but the purifier

was not able to remove as low a mobility particle. The fifth series

(S1, S2, 53, and 84) was made after Run A2 to assess deposition on the

aerosol chamber walls only, since unexpectedly high deposition rates

had been encountered in Runs Al and A2.
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A. Material Balances

Complete material balances were made in all runs. Each piece of

equipment was washed down at the end of the run, and the washings were

analyzed. It was not uractical to measure either the aerosol escaping

the aerosol chamber exhaust scrubber or the aerosol entering the vacuum

pump. The latter was assumed to be negligible. This assumption seems

justified on the grounds of the extremely low relative amount of aerosol

collected on the List three of four filter papers (less than 2% of what

is collected on the first filter paper). In some earlier measurements,

each of four successive filter papers showed a similar percentage grada-

tion in the amount of aerosol collected.

Material balances on the mobility channel system were made by adding

all deposits to arrive at a "measured" quantity of dye entering the wooden

channel. This could then be compared with the quantity that would be

calculated, based on the air flow rate entering the wooden channel and

the average aerosol chamber aerosol concentration corrected for aerosol-

chamber wall deposit. In general, the agreement was within 5%, averaging

about ±3%. This adds further credence to the assumption that no signifi-

cant aerosol escapes the filter.

A v"aterial balance on the aerosol generation system was made by

assuming that the difference becween the quantity of feed aerosol and the

sum of all collections accounted for (including the mobility channel

system) represented loss from the aerosol chamber exhaust-gas scrubber.

On this basis, a scrubber efficiency of 95 to 98% was consistently indi-

cated. This implies that losses to any source could not have been in

excess of 5%, and were likely all a-counted for by the small amount that

escaped collection in the scrubber and passed to the atmosphere. The

order of magnitude of aerosol escaping collection was also coafirmed

qualitatively by visual ooservation of the plume from the scrubber exhaust

gases with a Tyndall beam,
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Runs 1, 2, and 3 indicated that, in the absence of external electro-

static fields, less than 2% of the aerosol was collected on the combined

purifier and mobility channel walls. This indicates that mechanical wall

deposition was negligible.

In all the runs of Table II, the amount of aerosol deposited in the

wood channil ranged from 5 to 10%, usually close to 10% at the low gas

rates and 6% at the high gas rates. Allowing for the effect of the turning

vanes, one would expect that all particles larger than 12-micron diameter

would be removed by gravitational settling alone at the low gas rate.

The corresponding particle diameter would be 17 microns at the high gas

rate. Thus, the deposition in the wooden channel may represent a combi-

nation of wall deposition and gravitational settling of the largest

particles. This would also imply that up to 10% of the original aerosol

may be larger than 12 microns in diameter on a mass basis. This is a

reasonable value if the mass median diameter of the aerosol were in the

range of 2 to 5 microns, as was expected. It does mean, however, that

the mobility channel will receive somewhat more large particles at the

high rate than at the low rate,

The purifier collection efficiency, 1P , represents that portion of

aerosol in the energized portion of the purifier that is deposited on

the purifier plates. The mobility channel collection efficiency, cm'

represents that portion of aerosol in the central electrode stream which

is deposited on the mobility channel walls. These quantities were calcu-

lated from Equations C-11 and C-13 in Appendix C. The value for Tim so

calculated assumes that the aerosol escaping collection in the energiz6d

portion of the purifier passes on through the mobility channel without

depositing. This assumption is probably not true. For those conritions

where the purifier was more efficient (i.e., minimum collectible mobility

was smallest), less purifier aerosol was passed on to the mobility channel

when it might have deposited on the mobility channel electrodes. Hence

the assumption used in calculating qcm is more nearly realized when the
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purifier efficiency is high. For minimum collectable mobilities of 0.2

and 0.4 (cm/sec)/(volt/p), the purifier collection efficiency averaged

93 and 81 percent, respectively.

The mobility channel electrodes collected only some 24% f the

entering aerosol in Runs Al, A2, A3, Bi, B2, and B3. A large part

of the material entering the mobility channel representu material that

escaped collection in the energized portion of the purifier. The mobility

channel collection efficiency, cm , however, ranged from 46 to 72%,

averaging 56%. Since these runs were made at constant mobility conditions

in the mobility channel, the true value of 11 should be constant and
Icm

should represent the mass fraction of the aerosol that has a mobility

greater than the minimum collectible in the mobility channel [0.72 (cm/sec)/

(volt/p) in this case]. However, because of the assumption in

calculating cm , the value of 1c, will be overestimated to an extent

that becomes greater as the purifier efficiency drops. Any charged

particles leaving the energized portion of the purifier will tend to

deposit uniformly along the mobility channel wall to an extent dependent

on their total quantity and mobility. This will have the same effect

as having a constant additive error in the mass collected by the mobility

channel. This is probably the reason that the value of qcT is larger

in Runs Bl, B2, and B3 than in Runs Al, A2, and A3. This error could be

avoided by having a more efficient purifier.

The quantity of dye collected on the mobility channel electrodes

was determined in two ways: (1) by integration of a smooth curve drawn

through the data obtained for the mass on each tape (appropriately

corrected for tape height and width), and (2) by fluorometric analysis

of the dye wiped from the entire polystyrene electrode surfaces after

the tapes were removed. The results from these two methods are termed

"icalculated" and "Measured" in Table II. The agreement between these two

values was usually better than 5%, the calculated values tending toward

the high side.
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Before each mobility run, separate filter samples were also taken.

This was done during a period when the system was at equilibrium condi-

tions with the purifier energized, but when the mobility channel was

not energized. The results from these determinations are labeled as
"special test filter papers" in Table II, and also show agreement within

5% of the values subsequently obtained from the additive results of

\ filter and electrode material when the mobility electrode was energized.

The deposit of dye on the aerosol chamber walls was usually about

10% of the aerosol sprayed, but occasional3y went as high as 23%. From

the horizontal aerosol-chamber cross-sectional area, one would expect

that uranine particles larger than 15 ricrons diamete- would settle out.

Additional large particles could also be impazted against th- walls,

especially during the early stages of evapGration. The initial spray

droplets are probably in the range of 2- to 20-micron diameter, where

after evaporation they are probably in the range of 0.5 to 5 microns.

It should also be noted that at room temperature and for the specific

aerosol chamber air and solution rates employed, all the water could not

evaporate from the drops before the air became saturated with water vapor

if adiabatic saturation conditions had prevailed. Because of the large

exposed wall surface, the air inside the chamber could not cool more

than a few degrees below room temperature. However, there existed a

possibility that complete evaporation did not take place in the aerosol

chamber, although there is adequate surface in the wooden flow channel

to raise the air to room temperature and ensure complete evaporation

there. Originally, it was intended to spray at a feed solution rate of

2 cc/minute, at which point there should have been no problem evaporating

all of the water in the spray. However, because of problems with main-

taining a steady pumping rate at 2 cc/minute, the rate was raised to

3 cc/minute. It is possible that the wall deposit in the aerosol chamber

was a function of the degree of evaporation there. There Js some indi-

cated trend of magnitude of wall deposit with room temperature, although
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this trend is not entirely consistent. Since radiation from exterior

room walls (the temperatures of which are unknown) could be a sizable

factor in chamber wall temperature; however, it ia aiso pussi6le that

room temperature alone does not determine these evaporation effects.

B. Aerosol Characteristics

The detailed analyses of the tapes from the mouility channel

electrodes are presented in Table III and plotted in Fig. 6a. Three

basic quantities were established for each 4ape: (1) total charge

deposited, by scanning with the probe electrode; (2) total mass of

uranine deposited, by fluorometric analysis of the tape leachings;

and (3) averaged electrical mobility of the deposit, calculated from

the tape position ar:' the channel operatiag conditions.

The mobility corresponding to each tape location is given in Table I.

The values in this tehle are calculated from the results given in Appen-

dix C, Fig. C-4. The results of Fig. C-4 are given for a guard plate that

overlaps the plastic deposition electrode by 3/4 in., wlile the actual

overlay was only 3/8 in. This difference should have no sinificant

effect, however, provided all diitances are measured from the end of

the guard electrodes, as is the case for Fig. C-4. The specific normal-

ized mobilities corresponding to each tape position given in Fig. C-4 are

generally applicable. The specific values of mobility given in Table I

are applicable only for Runs A1-A3 and Bl-P3, for which conditions were

chosen such that the actual mobilities were unchanged at each tape loca-

tUon. In calculating these mobilities, the field intensity S was

calculated from Equation D-7, ignoring any effect of charge accumulation

on the electrodes. It should be noted that for the highest tape charge

levels noted in Table III, the effect of back potential due to accumulated

charge was just becoming significant, corresponding to 4% of the impressed

field intensity.

in presenting the data for mass and charge distribution in Fig. 6a,

"the total mass and charge have been plotted against tape position expressed

aj a percent of the total electrode length. This was done for convenience,
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since the position readout was set up in these terms on the instrument.

The actual mobility corresponding to each position is, however, still

given directly by Table I. I.- should be noted that the tape area was

5.8 square inches and substantially identical to the area of the probe

electrode. It will be noted from the bottom of Table III that the total

material entering the mobility channel was not quite the same for

all the runs. For this reason the plots of mass deposits in the various

runs cannot be compared directly. The mass fraction plot, however,

overcomes this problem. A similar problem exists with the simple charge

distribution plots. In that case the subsequent plot of charge-to-mass

ratio essentially overcomes this problem.

For simplicity, the points for a given run in Fig. 6 have been

connected by straight lines rather than by a smooth curve, to better

show the agreement (or disagreement) previously discussed. For purposes

of material balance integrations, arithmetic plots were used with smooth

curves drawn through the data points.

In early runs an abnormally low probe reading was obtained at the

center electrode position, or at any point where there were spacers between

the plastic collection ad metal electrodes, even though the electrodes

had initially been discharged. Such a phenomenon could result from one

of two causes: (1) increased local capacitance due to the presence of

spacers, which could be enhanced by an- increase in conductivity of

spacer surface due to glue or other surface aontamination; and (2) tri-

boelectri. charges accumulated at these points as the result of vibra-

tional rubbing. Because the effect was always to lower probe reading

regardless of whether the electrode was originally charged positively

or negatively, it is believed that the first of these explanations

applied.

The spacers were originally fastened to the metal electrodes with

metal screws. Replacement of these with nylon screws did not prevent

the low probe readii.. However, when the central spacers on one electrode

were removed, reasonably normal prnce readings were obtained at that

point. The spacers on the othe electrode o-iginally were left in place
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to provide a check, both on this phenomenon and the possible effect on

electrode clearance of removing the spacer. Unfortunately they were

not removed later. For this reason, while all charge measurements at

the 50% position have been recorded in Table III, an additional value of

charge was calculated by interpolation from the 40% and 60% values, and

is also given in Table III. This interpolated value was used as the best

representati-ye point, and is designated by Idog ears" to compare it

with the corresponding uncorrected points, hich are also plotted.

In all runs, each of the pair of mobility channel electrodes was

used with a given sign of potential, except in Run Bl, where the sign of

the potential was reversed. Note in Fig. 6 that in all the runs except

Bi, the charge distribution data at the 50% location, which appear to

diverge from the rest of the data, are those for the positive particles

(i.e., deposited on the negatively charged electrode). For Run B1, it

is the point for the particles deposited on the positively charged

electrode. In all cases, the divergent data correspond to the electrode

that contained the spacers at the center.

The charge-to-mass ratio for each tape is obtained by a direct

division of measured charge by measured mass. The average effective

diameter and corresponding average specific particle surface gradient

were calculated from the charge-to-mass ratio, and the corresponding

mobility listed in Table I by means of Equations C-7, C-8, and C-10.

All these values are shown plotted in Fig. 6b as a function of tape

position.

Figure 7 presents the mobility distribution of the aerosol as deter-

mined in the various runs, on both a frequency basis and a cumulative

basis. The data plotted in Figure 7 are summarized in Table VI. The

data points on a frequency basis are obtained directly from the mass

distribution data of Table III, using the incremental mobility values

given in Table I. The cumulative curve is based on an integration under

an arithmetic plot of the mass distribution data vs electrode length'.

In both cases, it was assumed that the deposit was uniformly distributed

vertically so that the deposit correrxndlng tý the !,!!! chornel height
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could be calculated by simply multiplying the tape deposit by the ratio

of full height (10 in.) to tape height (7.75 in.). It was also assumed

that the total effective amount of aerosol entering the mobility channel

was 1/13 of that entering the purifier. This is tantamount to assuming

that any aerosol escaping the energized position of the purifier is not

deposited on the mobility electrode.

Figure 7a shows a solid line drawn as a smooth representation of

the data over the entire mobility distribution. The solid line in Fig. 7b

is this same line on a frequency basis. The dashed line in Fig. 7a

is drawn as an extreme representation of the data with a point of in-

flection at the zero mobility level. The dashed line in Fig. 7b is this

same dashed line converted to a frequency basis.

In the early runs with a horizontal mobility channel, the variation

of dye deposit density on the electrodes and tapes was obvious to the

eye and reflected the various convection or leakage currents in the channel.

With the mobility channel in the vertical position (as used for 'all runs

reported in Tables II and III), no visual variations in the deposit

along the length of a specific tape was noted. Only three narrow, dye-

deficient streaks were noted on those tapes locattis o the front half

of the electrode. These streak% corresponded to the level of spacers

used between the purifier electrodes (two sets of guard plate spacers

were in line with twu of the purifier spacers). A variation in deposit

density along the length of the channel was noted, which visually

corresponded to the variation shown in Fig. 6.
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VIII DISCJSSION OF RESULTS

Runs in the A-series were intended as check runs, as were the D-

series runs. Therefore, the spread in values within each series should

be a measure of overall reproducibility. In examining the data plotted

in Fig. 6, it will be noted that the spread 1i the data is usually

greater at the inlet or high mobility and of the channel, becoming less

at the discharge end. Part of this may reflect the fact that mobility

becomes more sensitive to position at the inle,, end. Table V has been

prepared to permit some quantitative comparison. This table gives average

mean spread of the data from the mean. The values given are based on

a visual inspection of the comparable data and are not the result of any

rigorotv statistical analysis. It has given smaller weight to the values

at the inlet end of the channel and has completely ignored two sets of

peak (or minimum) values reported for Runs Bl and B2. These will be

discussed separately later.

In general, it would seem that the apparent reproducibility is some

±20%. There is little difference in the relative mass of positive and

negative particles at a given mobility, but the negative particles have

a higher apparent charge and hence must be somewhat finer. Although

there are some values that deviate considerably more from the mean, the

above gives a reasonable estimate of the overall indicated precision.

Series B data show a greater spread than Series A data. In general,

the material deposited in Series-B runs represents a 5OY greater mass

fraction than for Series A, has a 20% lower charge-to-mass ratio, gnd

is consequently 10 larger.

Superficiall>, there is no reason to expect a diflerence between

Series A and Series B data. Although Series B runs werq made at twice

the air flow rate of Series A runs, the mobility char:nel electrode -oten-

tial5 wer' also twice as great, so that particles of the same electrical

&iobili*y should be collected at the same points in the channel. The
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basic differences in the two series are: (1) because of the higher gas

rate, les aerosol can settle out in the wooden channel and hence the

aerosol reaching the mobility channel may be somewhat coarser; (2) be-

cause of the higher gas rate and no corresponding increase in potential

in the purifier, the latter will allow more aerosol to reach the mobility

channel. The average particle size in B-series runs was slightly larger

than for A-series runs, and B-series runs did have a greater mass fraction

deposited on the mobility channel elet.rodes.

The purifier will drive those particles with the same charge sign as

the high potential purifier electrode toward the outer char-- wall.

Correspondingly, particles of the opposite sign will tend to be drawn

away from the outer channel wall. Therefore. in the subsequent mobility

channel, one would expect that these low mobility particles escaping the

purifier of the same sign as the purifier electrode (negative in all cur-

rent runs) would deposit on the mobility channel at a greater rate than

those of the opposite sign (at least in the upstream end of the mobility

channel). Thus, one might expect that the increase in mass deposit of

negative particles in the B-series and the mass deposit in the A-series

would be greater for negative particles than for positive particles.

Actually, this is the case for the very first tape but is reversed in

subsequent tapes. The latter effect could mean that there are more low

mobility positive partirles escaping the purifier than negative particles,

which could serve to more than compensate for the higher expected deposi-

tion rates of negative particles.

The general range in the aver&ge effective particle diameter is

0.7 to 1.0 micron, showing little trend with mobility level. An indicated

overall aicrage diameter is ajproximately 0.8 micron. In another study

lRobinson, !cLeod,ard Lapple, 1959j, a similar nozzle gave a mass median

diameter of 5.4 micron& for the final aerosol particle when operated at

35 psig air pressure. In that case, the nozzle was 1,4 in.in diameter;

liquid feed rates were !00 to 200 cc-mlnute; and the uranine concentration

was 204. On the basis of these data, if a Ve solution had been sprayed,

the nxss .median dlaseter of the final particle should be 2.5 microns.

Because the nozzle was smaller and the relative liquid rates lower in
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the present study, the mass median diameter should be even smaller.

Thus, it is reasonable to expect a mass median diameter of 2 microns in

the present study. Visual observation ol tapes under the microscope

indicated that the dep.:sited particles were in the range of i to 5 microns

with an estimated mass median diameter of 2 to 3 microns. The particles

were viscous liquids and could be smeared with a needle. Allowing for

the fact that the particles on the tape are probably flattened, these

observations would confirm that 2 microns is a reasonable estimate for

the mass median diameter.

However, the aerosol would also be expected to have a distribution

corresponding tc a standard geometric deviation of 2 to 3, probably

closer to 3. The effective average diameter measured by the mobility

channel is essentially the volume-to-diameter mean, D3 1 , (as defined

in Appendix A) in this case. As show-i in Appendix B, for z standard

geometric deviation of 2 the mass median diameter would be 1.62 times

the volume-to-diameter mean. For a standard geometric deviation of 3.

this ratio would be 3.34. Thus the volume-to-diazeter mean corcesponding

to a mass median diameter of 2 microns would probably be 0.6 to 1.2

microns, which encompasses the range of the experimental data. While

this -s too crude an estimate to prove the validity of the experimental

results, it does indicate that the experiuvntal values are repsonable.

The fact that the avernge effective diameter is nominally the same

at each mobility level would imply that the size distribution at ,

nobility level is approximately the same. rhib is a unique and unexpected

result. Since data on both charge and size distribution of aerosols are

almost nonexistent in the literature, it is not possible to say how

coerzon this unique zesult is. It could be related specifically to the

mechanism by which the aerosol particles bucame charged. In the present

study the aerosol was generated by a pneumatic atomization process. Other

methods of aerosol generation, or even other tethods of atolization, might

yield different types of charge and 3ize dlstributions. It is conceivable

that the li,- of the relative distributions zight be uscd ;as a means for

identIfyV4g -;he source of in uerosol.
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In leaving the central liquid feed tube, the liquid could acquire

an electrical charge relative to the grounded central tvbe. Such a

charge would be expected to be homopolar. However, any charge acquired

in this manner would be expected to be negligibie in magnitude. It is

likely that any .-hange acquired by the drops is the result of the atomiza-

tion process itself. As discussed or Page XII-67 of Technical Report

No. 1 (Lapple, 1965), such a mechanism might be expected to create drops

with a charge level, expressed as average specific particle surface

gradient, orresponding to a nominal range c, 0.001 .to 3.G5 volt/p., and

the net charge of the aerosol would b. zero. Because of evaporation

(see Appendix C), the charge level of the final uranine drcp would increase

by a factor of 18 for the conditions of the present study, assuming that

no charge is lost during evaporatior. Thus, the charge level of the

uranine pa-ricles might be expected to be of the order of 0.02 to 1 volt/!.

This does correspond to the range of values actually found fo' the

average Ppecific particle surface gradient,
psae

In Run BI, an unusual peak was shown in the charge at the 70% posi-

tion, where in Run B2 such a peak occurred at the 30% position. No cor-

responding i-al effect on mass fraction deposited was noted at these

positions. ihis might ba ascribed to experimental error or freaks were

it not for the fact that ý both cases the peak showed up for both the

negative and the positive parti~l#s at the same position. Since measure-

ments for the positive and negative par'ticles a're essentially independent

of each other, it has not been possible to conceive of any ecror in

procedure or in instrumentation that could reflect Jtse!X in a similar

way in both measurements, let alone do this in two runs. One must assume,

therefore, that these peak charge values are real.

If these peaks were uranine, they must reflect extremely fine par-

ticles of uranine to hay' such a high charge-to-mass ratio that a cor-

responding peae is not observed in the mass fraction datL, In fact, the

size musi; be smaller than the 0.3- or 0.5-micron calculated for ýhe

average elfective diameter from the data in each run at these positions.

It is inconceivable that partixtb of such size should suddenly be

produced. The only plausible explanation is that the peak charges
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represent a deposit of charged particles that are not uranine. Such

particles might be oil carried over from the compressed air line,

becoming atomized and charged by the compressed air jet in a fashion

similar to that causing the charge on the uranine particles and yielding

both positively and negatively charged particles in approximately equal

amounts. Although the compressed air line is equipped with a filter,

oil deposits have been found downstream of the filter, probably penetrat-

ing the filter at times when a heavy oil or water surge comes through

the line. Such farticles need not be as fine as the 0.3 microns calculated

for the average effective size, since the latter reflects the fact that

the mass of these highly charged particles was not included in the wass

measurement.

The main disconcerting aspect of this explanation is that the charge

peaks are so sharp. In fact, they were even sharner than Fig. 6 would

indicate. Actual observation of the electrode position indicator during

the scanning showed that the entire charge rise range extended over a

distance equivalent to only 5 to 8% of the electrode length. This would

mean that these extraneotus (oil?) particles must have had an extremely

uniform mobility. It is difficult to understand the mechanism for

generating particles of such uniform mobility.

Run !i was the only run in which the mobility channel electrode

polarity was reversed fror what it was in the otherwise check runs-(N

and B3). The -.•parison of the various properties of negatively and

positively charged paiticles for Run Bl deposited on the downetream half

of the electrodes are as follows: (3) no significant difference ".n

mass fraction deposited; (2) positive particles have a higher charge than

the negative ones; (3) the charge-to-mass ratio is greater for positive

particles; and (4) the negative particles have a larger average size.

In general these are the reverse of the corresponding trends shown for

Runs B2 and B3. For the upstream half of the electrodes the relative

trends are variable. These differences, although not m~jor, might indicate

nonsymmetry in the system, either in flow or geometry, since it is dif-

ficult to admit that the aerosol charge could have changed so consistently

for this one run in which the electrode potential was reversed. The lnck
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of symmetry is equally hard to understand in view of general tolerances

in equipment construction and the check in calibration capacitance

obtained for each electrode (as described in Appendix E).

The spray nozzle head was originally electrically insulated from

the rest of the system as shown in Fig. 5a. This was done so that the

nozzle could be electrically charged to induce a charge on the spray

droplets. It was found, however, that the droplets developed adequate

charge levels during breakup so that the external electrostatic field

was not needed. There is the possibility, however, that the spray head

could have become charged either by selective deposition of drops of a

given charge from the spray chamber or by deposited liquid being torn

off of the spray head. Such a charge would in effect present the equiva-

lent of an external electrical field and could modify the charging of

the atomized uranine. Because of the source of this field, this could

produce an erratic effect on uranine particle charge.

Previous paragtaphs have discussed the spread in the data and some

of the anomalous results obtained. In a broad sense, the data from all

runs show nominal agreement and indicate that the positive and negative

aerosol particles are present in approximately equal quantity and have

equivalent characteristics (size and charge)- However, the spread in

and the discrepancies in the data were greater than allowable by the

expected precision of measurement. The following are possible alternative

explanations:

1. General experimental error. In the light of the general

precision and consistency of trends usually indicated by
the tapes as a whole, it ie difficult to explain the
variation on this basis. If general experi,.ental errors

were involved, it would be expected tV find more erratic
rather than systematic variations.

2. Interfering influences due to ptriiier inefficiency.
While, a3 explained before, tht purifier can affect
the absolute results, it too was carefully controlled.
1!,i only obvious manner in 'ýhich it could have had a
deleterious effect on reproductbility was through
momentary electrical arc-overs that were not detected.
Normally an arc-over could be detected by the behavior
of the power supply meter, and no such problems were
known to occur during the runs involved.
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3. Change in aerosol characteristics. It is difficult to
admit that any significant variation could arise from
the mechanical aspects of the atomization process. Be-
cause of the high spray rates and possible limitations
on water evaporation rates, it is possible that aerosol

variations could arise from that source. Such variations,
however, could be expected to affect mainly the coarser
droplets. Since these droplets probably have the highest
mobility and arw subject to removal in the aerosol chamber

channel it is possible that such variations in aerosol
properties did occur. These variations could also show
up as apparent systematic shifts in the magnitude and
character of negative and positive particles. In addition,

the failure to ground the atomizing nozzle head could
have caused spurious particle charge effects.

4. Other uncontrolled influences. The chief uncontrolled
factor that might effect the results lies in any con-
vective currents that may be set up by leaks or by
thermal gradients. It is questionable whether these
were significant factors in these final runs because
of the uniform appearance of the deposit on the tapes.
Any velocity unbalance should show up as a streak or

as a density variation in the aerosol deposits on the
tapes.

Figure 7 is basically a generalized version of the mass fraction

data of Fig. 6 in which the mass distribution for all charge levels

(including neutral particles) is shown as a function of charge level.

The spread in the data points is seemingly less than in Fig. 6, because

the data are desensitized in this plot, each previous item being only

a piece of the total. The absolute validity of Fig. 7 is subject to

the assumption that all particles escaping the purifier do not deposit

on the mobility channel electrodes. Consequently, Fig. 7 is in error

in the direction of indicating a somewhat greater fraction of charged

particles of all mobility levels than is actually the case. There is,

howe-er, no way in which a correction can be applied at present. This

error will be greater for the data from Series-B runs than front Series-A

runs. In general, there is good agreement lttween the data of the two

series of runs for the distribution data for the negatively charged

particles. Series-B data, however, show a greater fraction of high

mobility positive particles than Series-A data.
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The solid curves in Fig. 7 give a smooth representation of the data

over the entire mobility range with a maximum frequency at zero mobility

(uncharged particle). The dashed curve gives a better fit of data for

low mujility particles and has been deliberately drawn so that the fre-

quency goes to zero at zero mobility. The fact that the dashed line fits

the data better may, at least in part, reflect the error introduced by

inefficiency of the purifier. While the solid curve would appear to

offer a more reasonable type of distribution curve, present data are

not adequate to indicate which, if either, of these forms is basically

correct.

The present system has been operated at a maximum flow rate of

1.24 cfm. As indicated in Appendix C, it should be possible to operate

the channel at capacities up to 6 cfm. The higher capacities would

mitigate any undesirable influences of thermal convective currents. How-

ever, it is not known what other problems might be encountered at the

higher velocities. Although explainable on other grounds, it does happen

that Series B runs were made at a higher capacity than Series A runs and

did show a greater scatter in the data. At a flow rate of 6 cfm, the

channel should be capable of accommodating aerosol particles up to 30 mi-

crons in diameter (which would have a settling velocity of some 10% of

the channel velocity). Such large particles could not be handled at

lower gas rates, since gravitational settling would be a significant

factor in the particle trajectory. It would be possible to devise a

channel for the larger particles that would make uae of such gravitational

effects to obtain both a charge and a size distribution. The gravita-

tional effect, however, is too small to make such a concept feasible for

particles under 10 microns diameter.
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FIG. 4 PHOTOGRAPHS OF EQUIPMENT

a. Exploded view of aerosol generation and charge measurement

apparatus (as used in origina! phase of study)

b. Close-up view of mobility channel and charge analyzer

c. Assembled view of experimental apparatus used in early phase
of study

d. Assembled view of experimental apparatus used in final phase
of study

e. Upstream side of purifier (connected to mobility cldannel)

f. Close-up view of mobility channel

g. Inside face of mobility channel collection electrode with tapes
in place

h. View of probe assembly partially inserted into mobility channel
(probe electrode exposed) and electrometel

View at probe assembly

j. Details of base cf aerosol chamber

k. Liquid supply system for rerosol generation
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FIG. 4 (a) EXPLODED VIEW OF AEROSOL GENERATION AND QIARGE MEASUREMENT
APPARATUS (as used in original phase of study)



MOBILITY CHANNEL (WITH FRONT ELECTRODE IN ELECTROMETER
PLACE)

SCANNING PROBE AND CARRIAGE

(DO IGHVOLAGEPOWR SPPL CARRIAGE DRIVE MOTOR AND CONTROL
0 HIGH VOLTAGE MICROAMMETERS

O CHARGE ANALYZER IN4 PROCESS OF BEING INSERTED
IN MOBILITY CHANNEL

FIG. 4 Continued
(b) Close-up view of mobility channel and charge analyzer
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FIG. 4 Continued
(c) Assembled view of experimental apparatus used in early phase of study
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FIG. 4 Continued
(d) Assembled view of experimental apparatus used in final phase of study
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FIG. 4 Continued
(e) Upstream side of purifier (connected to mobility channel)
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FIG. 4 Continued
(f) Close-up view of mobility channel
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FIG. 4 Continued
(i) View of probe assembly
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FIG. 4 Concluded
'I) Details of base of aerosol chamber

(k) Liquid supply system Tor aerosol generation
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FIG. 5 EQUIPMENT DETAILS

a. Aerosol spray nozzle

b. Aerosol spray and exhaust

c. Purifier

d. Mobility channel

e. Mobility channel electrodes

f, Probe assembly
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FIG. 5 Continued
(d) Mobility c-hannel
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FIG. 6 ANALYSIS OF TAPE DEPOSITS
a. Measured Values
b. Calculated Values

Legend:

Run Number Curve Symbol for Measured Vol ues
Series A Series B Designation Negative PositiveParticles Particles

Al BI ............ 0

A? B2-------- - -

A3 B3 0

Note: (1) Dog-ear (e.g. Or") on symbol indicates that the value was an
interpolated value rather than a directly measured value,

(2) End of guard plate corresponds to a position of 2.5% of the
total electrode length from the upstream electrode edge.
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FIG. 6 ANALYSIS OF TAPE DEPOSITS
(a) Measured values
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FIG. 7 MOBILITY 0lSTRIBUTION OF AEROSOL
a. Cumulative Basis
b. Frequency Basis

Legend:

Run Number Symbol

Series A Series B Negative Positive
Particles Particles

Al B1 0 0

A2 B2 A A

A3 B3 r3 M
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(a) Cumulative basis
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Table I

SUMMARY OF MOBILITIES USED IN ANALYSIS OF TAPE DEPOSITS

TAPE POSITION MOBILITY DATA

Distance from Mobility
Tape Centerline For Deposit at

Distance to End of Tape Centerline Change in

TAPE From Tape Guard Channel* Mobility
TPER Centerline Across

NUMBER to Inlet Normalizedt Actual§ Tape

End of F
Electrode, e 0e

of Total in. L/B -- cm/sec) (cm/sec)

Electrode u iLength [dimens aionless] IvL/p) (v 01t/ W)

1 10 1.10 0.733 0.91 12.9 14.1

2 20 2.57 1.71 0.340 4.83 1.60

3 30 4.04 2.69 0.210 2.98 0.58

4 50 7.00 4.67 0.118 1.67 0.181

5 70 9.94 6.62 0.082 1.16 0.089

O 90 12.90 8.60 0.063 0.90 0.053

- 100 14.38 9.59 0.056 0.72 --

front edge ,f plastic electrode was 3/8-in. upstream of end of guard channel.

taken as average of normalized mobilities for Case III& and Caae 111b (see Fig. C-4)

for conditions in Runs A1-A3 and B1-13 shown in Tables II and III and corrected for dielectric
constant of polystyrene electrode (assumed 2.55). Tape extends ±3/8 in. to each side of
centerline.
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Table If

SUMMARY OF EXPFRIMENTAl DATA

,hUN NUMSIEH 1 2 3 PI P2 P3

Trype- of ftun High Potential Power Off Purifier Power on 0ly

Date of run (1%,t) 6/9 6/14 6/16 6/21 6/22 f 6/24
(uruns listed in rhronological order)

Operating conditions
Ambient temperature," °C 22.3 25.8 21.7 21.3 21.8 20.3

Gas flow rate, cfm

Entering spray chamber* 8.0(3) 8.50((3 8.50353) 8.50(3) 8.50

Evtering wood channel* 0.620 0.620 0.620 0.620 0.572 0.572

Purifier conditions
Central (unenergized) channel condition Open Open Open Open Closed Closq

Gas velocity in purifier, cm/sec 3.290 3.290 3.290 3.290 3.290 3.29(

Gas velocity in miability channel, =m/sec 3.025 3.025 3.025 3.025 2.792 2.79:

Electrical potentials, volts

Across purifier plates* 0 0 0 -750 -750 -1.501

Acr:yss mobility channel* 0 0 0 0 0 0

Filter
Total time in operation, min 30.0 29A 28.0 29.0 29.0 29.0

Dve on first filter paper,* mg/min 3.82 3.94 3.66 1.130 0.736 0.34'

Dye on next three filter papers,* mg/min 0.00154 0.0713 0.0012 0.0017 0.0013 0.00,

S of dye on filter 0.040 1.81 0.033 0.150 0.177 0.46:

Mobility channel
Length of time electrode plates energized,* min 0 0; 0 0 0 0

Dye collected on electrodes(7)

On (+) electrode, measured,$ mg/min - -.......

On (÷) electrode, calculated, mg/min(4) "" ....

On (+) electrode, % of dye entering mobility channel -- ........

On (-) electrode, measured,* mg/min -- .........

On (-H electrode, calculated, mg/min(4) -- -........

On (-) electrode, % of dye entering mobility channel -- -..

Total dye on electrodes, measured,' mg/min

Total dye on electrodes, calculated, mg/rnin(4)- .......

Total dye on electrodes, % of dye entering nobility channel -- -......

Dye on non-energized walls(6) CI}

mg/min' 0.0369 0.0180 0.0089 0.0098 0.0O

% of dye entering mobility channel - 0.,91 0.49 0.78 1.31 1.54

Mobility channel collection, efficiency. To- - -7..

Total dye entering mobility channel, mg/,in -- 4.05 3.68 1.14 0.747 0.3!

Dye on special test filter paper.* mg/mini -- ..

Minimum collectable mobilit-/,(cnu/sec)/(volt/ut) -. ....

-C OoySt\



Sable 11

-ENRIMENTA. DATA

2P3 AlI A 2 .1 S2 Sa .. J. .L..4. A3 Ell B213
er Power on Only Total 'ystem Spray Chamb,-r Deposit ion Total System

-, /212 t0/24 7/1 7/0 7/15 8/11 8 12 8/17 823 9/7 9/15 9'29

1171

21.8 20.3 21.2 19.6 24.1 24.0 20.9 24.8 23.3 23.4 19.6 24.9

8.50(3) 6.50(3) 8.500) 8.50(3) 8.50 8.50 8.50 8.50 8.50 8.50 8.50 8.50

0.572 0.572 0.620 0.620 0 0 0 0 0.620 1.24 1.24 1.24

Closed Closed Open Onen -- - -- -- Open Open Open Open

3.290 3.290 3.290 3.290 .. .. .. .. 3.290 6.59 6.59 6.59

2.792 2.792 3.02. 3.025 .. .. .. .. 3.025 6.06 6.06 6.06

-7ý0 -1,500 -1,300 -1,500 ..- 1,500 -1,500 -1,50( -1,500

0 0 15,000 +5,000 .. .. .. .. ±5,000 ±10,000 ±10,000 ±10,000

29.0 29.0 3o.0 30.0 .. .. .. .. 30.0 15.0 15.0 15.0

0.736 0.349 0.355 0.283 .. .. .. .. 0.368 1.192 0.275 1.820

0.0013 n.0016 6.0096 0.0038 .. .. .. .. 0.0019 0.0079 0.0107 0.0049

0.177 0ý462 0.739 1.35 .. .. .. .. 0.517 0.661 1.223 0.270

0 0 30.0 30.0 .. .. .. .. 30.0 15.0 15.0 15.0

-- -- ...... . . . . 0.0597 0.185 0.1421 0.1480

0.0f09 0.0o92 .. .... 0.0635 0.197 0.1S02 0.1489
... 12.2 16.4 .. . .. 11.8(5) 10.9(5) 11.6(5) 6.49(5)

....--.. .. .. .. .. . 0.0574 0.220 0.1539 0.2415

-..... 0.0622 0.0520 .. .. .. .. 0.0620 0.239 0.1660 0.2525

-.... 12.4 12.3 .11.4(5) 13.0(5) 126(5) 10.60(5)

-- I -- 0.117 0.405 0.296 0.389

... 0.123 0.121 .. .. .. .. 0.126 0.436 0.316 0.401

S.. 24.6 28.7 .. 23.2(5) 23.-5) 24.2(" 17.1("

U. 6o•8 0 9055 0.019 0.014 .. .. .. .. 0.014 0.073 0.042 0.0639
1.31 1.54 3.80 3.25 .. .. .. .. 2.79 4.31 3.40 2.80

0.505 0.539 .. .. .. .. 0.460 0.720 0.650 0.507

0 ,717 0.356 V.500 0.422 .. ... .. .. 0.5010) 1.678(5) 1.224(5) 2.778(5)

. I .. 0.482 0.407 .. ... .. .. 0.524 1.640 1.127 2.060

- ....- 0.72 0.72 .. .. .. .. C.72 0.72 0.72 0.72

OE--



Table III

DETAILS OF TAPE DEPOSITS FOR RUNS AI-A3 AND

TAPE LOCXATION'l)

Distance(1 ) Correspcnding1 3 ) Series A (Low Air Rate)
QUANTITY - Mobility upe

SOf Bur Al Run A2
Total F(cm/sec)]

Electrode Positive Negative Positive Negative
Length L(volt/ hu)j Particles Particles Particles Particle

Total Mass on Tape, (2)mirograms 1.48 10 12.9 6.2 19.6 3.34 21.2
(measured) 2.95 20 4.83 94.n 64.1 66.8 42.6

4.42 30 2.98 95.4 86.9 82.1 121.9
7.38 50 1.67 87.5 92.1 78.4 108.6

10.32 70 1.16 78.4 80.5 67.3 80.0
13.28 90 0.90 -67.8 68.9 56.2 63.6

Fractional Mass Depysition(7) 1. 10 12.9 1.46 4.61 0.78 4.95
(mass fractionin ) x 104 2.95 20 4.83 22.13 15.10 15.60 9.95
(calculated) 4.42 30 2.98 22.43 20.45 19.20 28.45

7.38 50 1.67 20.60 21.65 18.30 25.38
10.32 70 1.16 18.46 18.94 15.70 18.69
13.28 90 0.90 15.96 16.21 13.13 14.87

Total Charge on Tape, picocoulombs 1.48 10 12.9 421 880 355 936
(measured) 2.9' 20 4.83 802 1316 714 1662

4.42 30 2.98 668 1088 655 1367
3.90 40 2.14 533 843 491 95.
7.38 50 1.67 182 444 122 492
7.38 50(5  1.67 415 628 380 698
8.85 60 1.38 330 472 289 488

10,32 70 1.16 243 355 261 424
11.80 80 1.00 208 281 171 277
13.28 90 0.90 173 209 134 199

Charge-to-Mass Ratio, 1.48 10 12.9 67.8 44.8 106.3 44.1
picocoulombs/microgram 2.95 20 4.83 8.53 20.5 10.69 17.9
(Lalculated) 4.42 30 2.98 7.00 12.52 7.97 11.2

7.38 50(5) 1.67 2.07 4.82 1.564 4.53
7.38 50 1.67 4.74 6.81 4.84 6.42

10.32 70 1.16 3.39 4.41 3.87 5.30
13.28 90 0.90 2.55 3.03 2.37 3.12

Average Particle Diameter, microns 1.48 10 12.9 0.557 0.703 0.428 0.70(calculated) 2.95 20 4.83 1.019 0.628 0.901 0,67•

4.42 30 2.98 0.872 0.632 0.813 0.67
7.38 co 1.67 1.230 0.779 1.429 0.87.38 5o f) 1.67 0.786 0.643 0.777 0.66

10.32 70 1.16 0.774 0.669 0.718 0.603
13.28 90 0.90 0.787 0.716 0.818 0.703

Average Specific Particle Surface 1.48 10 i2.9 1.096 0.915 1.323 0.908
Gradient, volts/micron 2.95 2C 4.83 0.252 0.374 0.280 0.35.
(calculated) 4.42 30 2.98 0.177., 0.230 0.1881 0.21•

7.38 50 1.67 0.0741 0.1091 0.0649 0.1
7.38 5(5) 1.67 0.1830 0.1271 0.1393 0.12

10.32 70 1.16 0. 0762 O. 011•' 0. 0809 0. 092

13.28 90 0.90 0.0583 0.0630 0.0565 •uu

Total Equivalent Mass of Dye Entering(4) 7310 7360

Mobility Channei, micrograms

(1) Position of the center of the tape, measured from the upstream edge of the polystyrene mobility plate.
(2) Each tape was 7.75 inches long and 0.75 inch wide; the downstream. edge of the guard plate is 3/8 inch downstream of the upstreas edge of the

(3) The corresponding mobility at a point in the mtbility channel is a function only of the ratio of gas velocit, to plate voltage. This ratio :

(4) This quantity is one-thirteenth of the amount of dye entering the purifier during the run.
(5) The second value given f•-r total charge at the 50O, position is an interpolated value obtained from a smooth curve th-ough the rest of the poi•

interpolated value of total charge.

06) Iu this run the sign of the potential on the electrodes was the reverse of what it was for Runs B2 and B3 and Runs AI-k3.

(7) Calculated by dividing total mass on tape by area of tape (5.8 sq.in.) and by total equivalent mass entering mobility channel.

I
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e II

FOP. RUNS Al-A3 AND B1-B3

VALUE OF QUANTIrY

ries A (Low Air Rate) Series B (ligh Air Rate)

Run A2 Run A3 Run BI(6) Run B2 Run B3

Positive Negative Positive Negative Posuive Negative Positive Negative Fositive Negative
Particies Particles Particles Particles Particles Particles Particles Particles Particles Particles

3.34 21.2 7.25 20.14 32.6 47.5 16.0 26.7 30.9 49.6
66.8 42.6 86.4 57.2 190.5 81.7 114.8 50.7 216.3 53.0
82.1 121.9 93.7 84.8 204.0 110.0 145.2 85.3 223.5 61.2
78.4 108.6 90.1 99.1 164.1 149.0 118.7 124.8 160.0 97.1
67,3 80.0 78.9 87.4 142.1 140.8 98.6 113.3 143.4 114.5
56.2 63.6 65.7 75.7 121.4 128.3 83.8 94.6 139.2 111.7

0.78 4.95 1.64 4,54 6.64 9.66 4.03 6.74 6.01 9.63
15.60 9.95 19.50 12.91 38 80 16.64 29.00 12.80 42.10 10.30
19.20 28.45 21,15 19.i4 41.50 22.40 36.60 21.53 43.50 11.90
18.30 25.38 20.35 22.38 33.40 30.32 29.96 31.50 31.05 18.88
15.70 18.69 1780 19.73 28.96 28.64 24.90 29.60 27.85 22.22
13.13 14.87 14.83 17.10 24.73 26.14 21.15 23.85 27.00 21.65

355 936 309 708 1320 1192 847 1537 58r 1009
714 1662 701 1055 1769 1561 1320 1714 951 1089
655 1367 629 916 1082 1109 5228 7049 847 961
491 954 513 727 845 817 713 766 589 718
122 492 331 466 599 391 171 740 233 632
380 698 407 573 682 637 552 643 458 632
289 488 331 452 553 513 405 520 371 484
26! 424 277 353 1378 1056 373 485 308 404
171 277 256 309 350 315 257 343 257 333
134 199 196 238 276 265 263 316 228 266

106.3 44.1 42.7 35.2 40.5 25.1 52.9 57.5 18.96 20.3
10.69 17.9 8.11 18.4 9.28 19.12 11.50 33.7 4.40 20.5
7.97 11.2 6.71 10.8 5.30 10.09 36.0 82.5 3.78 15.70
1.564 4.53 3.68 4.70 3.65 2.62 1.442 5.92 1.457 6.50
4.84 6.42 4.52 5.79 4.16 4.28 4.64 5.16 2.86 6.50
3.87 5.30 3.50 4.04 9.69 7.49 3.78 4.28 2.15 3.'?
2.37 3.12 2.97 3.14 2.27 2.01 3.12 3.34 1.639 2,38

0.4ý8 0.709 0.722 0.804 0.744 0.967 0.641 0.611 1.124 1.083
0.901 0.678 1.046 0.667 0.973 0.654 0.866 0.472 1.450 0.628
0.813 0.673 0.893 0.687 1.015 0.713 0.339 0.197 1.215 0.556
1.429 0.806 0.903 0.790 0.908 1.684 1.491 0.695 1.483 0.660
0.777 0.665 0.807 0.704 0.845 0.832 0.795 0.750 1.035 0.660
0.718 0,603 0.759 0.702 0.425 0.494 0.728 0.680 0.992 0.758
0.818 0,703 0.723 0.702 0.839 0.882 0.703 0.678 1.002 0.817

1.323 0.908 0.895 0.821 C,875 0.704 0.984 1.021 0.619 0.639
0.280 0.353 0.246 0.357 0.262 0.363 0.289 0.463 0.1851 0.374
G.1881 0.219 0.1740 0.215 0.1561 0.209 0.356 0.473 0.1336 0.253
0.0649 0.1060 0.0965 0.1078 0.0961 0.0827 0,0624 0.1195 0.0627 0.1245
o irnl3 0,1239 0.1059 0.1183 0.1020 0.1034 0.1C% 01.112- 0.380- 0.1245
0.0809 0.0928 0.0773 0.0824 0.1196 0.1076 0.)800 0.0845 0.0619 0.0775
0.0565 0.0638 0.0624 0.0639 0.0553 0.0531 C.0638 0.0657 0.0477 0.0565

7360 7620 8450 6820 8850

e upstream udge of the polystyrene mobility plate.

voltage. This ratio was purposely kept constant for each of the six runs.

h the rest of the points. The second value of each s,,hsequent quantity at the 50% position is based on this

•anel.(4)



Table II (Concluded)

RUN NUMBER 1 i2 3 Pl P2 Pi

Type of Run High Potential Power Off Purifier Pow,,r on Only

Purifier
Total time in operation, min -- 30.0 29.0 30.0 30.0 30.0

Dye collected on plates (1)

mg/min -- 0.0292 0.0174 2.41 2 AS 2.84

:•f dye eiataring purifier -- 0 72 0.47 68.0 80.3 89.0

Puiifier collection efficiency, 7p -- -- 0.736 0.845 0.9(

Minimum collectable mobility, (cm/sec)/(volt//z) .. 0.409 0.409 0.2(

Wood channel

Dye collected on walls

mg/mmn" 0.200(1) 0.418 0.311 0.364 0.358 3.3!

% of dye entering wood channel(2) 4.98 9.31 7.76 9.29 9.80 9.92

Aerosol spray chamber

Total time in operation, min 55.0 60.0 60.0 65.0 65.0 U5.0

Dye sprayed,* mg/min 61.0 65.6 60.2 59.6 60.4 58.4

mg/cu ft(3) 7.18 7.72 7.09 7.01 7.11 6.81

Dye on walls

mg/min* 7.58 5.71 5.67 7.07 8.41 8.6E

% of dye sprayed 12.4 8.72 9.43 11.86 13.9 14.8

Dye entering wood channel, mg/min

As measured* 4.02 4.49 4.01 3.92 3.76 3.55

As calculated from gas flow rates 3.90 4.64 4.22 3.79 3.75 3.5.

% deviation, calculated from measured -3.0 +3.3 +5.2 -3.3 -0.3 +0.9

Scrubber

Total time of sampling, min 30.5 10.0 10.0 12.0 15.0 15.0

Dye entering, mg/min 49.4(2) 55.4(2) 50.5(2) 48.6(2) 48.3(2) 46.2(

Dye rollected,* mg/min 46.8 54.5 50.4 47.2 46.9 46.2

Collection efficiency, % 94.8 98.5 99.8 97.2 97.2 100

' Items that were measured directly.

(I) Dye on walls of wood channel, purifier, and mobility channel combined. Deposition for all channels shown under wood channel.
(2) Based on measured value of dye entering wood channel.

(3) An addititnel air flow of up to 0.3 cfm ir.to the aeron-l spray chamber may have been present due to a leak around the compressed-air atomix,

(4) Dye on electrode plates calculated by graphical integration of dye on the individual tapes
(5) Determined from "measured" values.
(6) where mobility channel was not energized, includes deposition on electrode plates. Otherwise it includes only drpoaits in t.w uard plate 4

Negatively charged particles are collected on (+) electrode, positively charged particles on (-) electrode.



.e 11 (Concluded)

P2 I iP3 AIA A2 SI S2 1 S3 S S4 A3 BI B2 53

ier Power on Only Total 3yAtem Spray Chamber Deposition Total System

30.0 30.0 52.0 . 61.0 -- 48.0 32.0 38.0 35.0

2.65 2.84 2.67 2.50 .. .. .. .. 2.80 5.63 4.69 5.39

80.3 89.0 84.2 85.7 .. .. .. .. 84.9 76.9 79.4 70.3

0.845 0.964 0.913 0.92141 . .. . . 0.920 0.834 0.860 0.762

0.409 0.204 0.204 0.204 .. .. .. .. 0.204 0.409 0.409 0.409

0.358 0.352 0.332 0.329 .. .. .. .. 0.335 0.416 0.437 0.555

9.80 9.92 9.49 10.1 .. .. .. .. 9.21 5.38 6.38 6.74

65.0 65.0 83.0 92.0 .. .. .. .. 87.0 71.0 70.0 90.0

60.4 58.4 59.6 57.4 63.4 63.2 59.2 64.4 62.4 62.4 57.4 64.4

7.11 6.87 7.01 6.76 7.46 7.44 6.97 7.58 7.34 7.34 6.75 7.58

8.41 8.68 10.03 11.56 6.36 6.44 6.46 5.95 10.03 6.28 13.20 7.45

13.9 14.8 16.9 20.2 10.0 10.2 10.9 9.25 16.1 10.05 23.0 11.6

3.76 3.55 3.50 3.25 -- -- -- 3.64 7.74 6.35 8.23

3.75 3.58 3.62 3.35 .. .. .. .. 3.82 8.18 6.44 8.32

-0.3 +0.9 +3.4 •3.1 .. .. .. .. +4.9 +5.7 +1.4 +1.1

15.0 15.0 15.0 15.0 15.0 15.0 15.0 15.0 15.0 13.0 13.0 13.0

48.3(2) 46.2(2) 46.1(2) 42.6(2) 57.0 56.8 52.7 50.8 48.7(2) 18.4(211 a7.8(2) 48.7(2)

46.9 46.2 45.3 40,8 53.8 55.0 49.6 48.4 44.9 46.0 36.3 46.4

97.2 100 98.2 95.7 94.6 96.8 94.1 95.4 92.2 95.0 96.9 95.3

~anne I.

napr.wsmed-air stomizer no!-l, threads. This leakage was neglected in all calculationa.

in the goord plate duct and in the mobxlil: channel upatrtam and downstream of the electrodes.



Table IV

SPECIFICATIONS FOR MAJOR UNITS OF COMMERCIAL EQUIPMENT USED

EQUIPMENT NAME MANUFACTURER ND SPECIFICATIONSSUSED

Feed Pomp Sigmamotor, Inc. 1 Finger-type peristaltic

Berkeley, Calif. pump; T-8 aerkez with No. 786

Zero-Max transmission drive;

1/8 hp

Vacuum Pump Welch Mfg. Co. 1 Two-stage vacuum-pulp with
Chicago. Ill. vented exhaust; "D~o-Seal"

Model No. 1397B; .ree air

copacity 425 lit rs/mim; I hp

Ionizing Bar Nuclear Products Co. 2 8-in. long, t&ch 2000

El Monte. Calif. microcuries o,: Po 2 10

Probe Carriage Bodine Electric Co. 1 8.5 watt synchronous gear

Motor Chicago, Ill. motor; 1.3 in.-ot torque;

300 rpm output; Model No.
KYC-23Rb

Probe Position Bourns. Inc. 1 10-turn potenticoteter!

Indicator Riverside, Calif. 1000 ohms ± 3% t 0.2%

linearity; Model No.

35505-1-102

Purifier Power Calibration Standards 1 0-3i00 volt regulated power
Supply Corp. supply; Model No. 127

Alhambra, Calif.

Mobility Channel Spellman High Voltage 2 0-b0.O00 volt power supply;

Power Supply Co. reversible polarity; 1 ma

Bsonx. N.Y. output current; Model No.

lkj- 60PN4

Electrometer General Radio Co. I High-impedance -lectrometer
Los Altos. Calif. and DC amplifier; voltage

ranges 0-30 oillivolta to
0. 10 vOlt3; input impedance

1014 ohms; Model No. 1230-A

Fluorometer G. K. Turner Associates I Split-beam servo-driven
Palo Alto, Colif. fluoroetcr with automatic

reseout. ultwiste sensitivity

for uracirt -10-6 ppm:
Mod•.l No. I11
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Table VI

SUMMARY OF AEROSOL MOBILITY DISTRIBUTION DATA

ELECTRICAL PARTICLE
MOBILITY POSITIVE PARTICLES NEGATIVE PARTICLES[(cmleec~l/lolt/A)]

RUN TAPE Mass Cumulative Mass Cumulative

NUMBER NUMBER Frequency Mass Fraction Frequency Mass FractionValue at Difference a /6pe With Mobility 40/v4pe With Mobility
Tape Across v pe Less Than Less Than

Centerline Tape -l pe
rpe 48pe cm/..c1 pe ca/sec -1ppe L vliJ __,__L__ °lt[/MJ

Al 1 12.9 14 1 0.00015 0.9998 0.00041 0.0011
2 4.83 1.60 0.00917 0.9824 0.00625 0.0147
3 2.98 0.58 0.0199 0.9529 0.0181 0 0374
4 1.67 0.181 0.ý698 0.896 0.0734 0.0944
5 1.16 0.089 ).22 0.847 0.197 0.1444
6 0.90 0.053 0.188 0.802 0.191 0.1904
S0.72 -.. 0.783 -- 0.2118

A2 1 12.9 14.1 0.000076 0.9999 0.00049 0.0010
2 4.83 1.60 0.0C708 0.9874 0.C0979 0.0224
3 2.98 0.58 0.0186 0.9585 0.0276 0.0619
4 1.67 0.181 0.0679 0.9032 0.0941 0.1445
5 1.16 0.089 0.179 0.856 0.212 0.2111
6 0.90 0.053 0.169 0.807 0.192 0.2622
P" 0.72 .... 0.778 -- 0.2821

A3 1 12.9 14.1 0.00015 0.9999 0.00041 0.0017
2 4.83 1.60 0.00809 0.9811 0.00536 0.0145
3 2.98 0.58 0.0187 0.9517 0.0170 0.0376
4 1.67 0.181 0.0691 0.893 0.0759 0.0982
5 1.16 0.089 0.186 0.839 0.206 0.1588
6 0.90 0.053 0.175 0.794 0.202 0.2108
P, 0.72 .... 0.774 -- 0.2352

BI 1 12.9 14.1 0.00060 0.9989 0.00087 0.0064
2 4.83 1.60 0.0161 0.9629 0.00692 0.0253
3 2.98 0.58 0.0369 0.9067 0.0199 0.0536
4 1.67 0.181 0.113 0.803 0.103 0.1304
5 1.16 0. 89 0.301 0.718 0.299 0.2141
6 0.90 0.053 0.292 0.644 0.309 0.2942
P* 0.72 .... 0.610 -- 0.3299

82 1 12.9 14.1 0.00036 0.9998 0.00060 0.0033
2 4.83 1.bO 0.0121 0.9749 0.00475 0.0181
3 2.98 0.58 0.0326 0.9309 0.0191 0.0430
4 1.67 0.181 0.101 0.832 0.107 0.1176
5 1.16 0.089 0.259 0.757 0.298 0.2040
6 0.90 0.053 0.250 0.691 0.281 0.2811
P* 0.72 ...- 0.6b3 -- 0.3109

B3 1 12.9 14.1 0.00054 0.9991 0.00086 0.0101
2 4.83 1.60 0.0174 09605 U.00427 0.0246
3 2.96 0.58 (;.0385 0.899 0.0105 0.0421
4 1.67 0.181 0.106 0.793 0.0641 0.U82
5 1.16 0.089 0.290 0.708 0.233 0.1522
6 0.90 0.053 0.320 0.630 0.257 0.2200
P. 0.72 .... 0.590 -- 0.2511

Poa t or at dowastream @doe of moblitv chaonel electrode.
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NCKMCLATURB
(Glossary)

Any consistent system of units can be used in any equations, unless

other specific units are specified. The MKSA system is given below by

way of example.

A = area or surface, sq. m

Af = area aevilable for flow, sq. m

A = area of face of measuring probe, sq. •a

B = width of mobility channel available for flow, m

B = spacing between electrode surfaces, •

B9 = clearance between metal and collecting electrode, m

B2 = thickness of collecting electrode, m

B3 = distance between surface of collection electrode and face
surface of measuring probe electrode, a

B4 = distance between under-surface of measurir.g probe electrode
and grounded shield, a

C = calibration capacitance of probe electrode = 2 /E , farads
c •

E = combined capacitance of meter, slide wire and cable connected
to probe, farads.

C = combined capacitance C a + (s 6A /B4), farads

C = capacitance per unit area of deposition surface, farads/
sq. a

C = known external capacitance, farads

PCX capacitance of probe electrode in presence of additional
external capacitance, Cx, farads

d "derivative of"

D diameter of circular duct, a

Dh hydraulic diameter _ 4A fL/, L
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D = median particle diameter, m
m

D = median particle diameter on number basis, m

D = median particle diameter on volume (or mass) basis, in
my

D = particle diameter, mP

D = initial solution drop diameter, mpo

D -= final drop diameter after evaporation of solvent, mpf

D = average effective particle diameter, mpae

5 = mean particle diameter (defined by Equation B-1), m
qp

= normal electric lisplacement, coulombs/sq.m

Ont normal electric displacement in medium I, couloybs/sq.

Onj = normal electric displacement in medium J, coulombs/sq.m

e = hatural logarithmic base, 2.718 ....

E = potential or potential difference, volts

E = potential difference between adjacent electrodes, volts
e

= electrometer reading on probe electrode, voltsU

EI electrometer reading on alternate probe elect-o~de, volts
U

E x = electrometer reading on probe electrode with additional.
external czpacitance C , volts

x

= potential gradient or field intensity, volts/im

0 = potential gradient or field intensity in mobility channel,
0 volts/im

p M specific particle surface gradient for particle of sizePs 2

D = .2 /" € 8 oD p D R /6 e 8, volts/ieP p - p p

Sspecific particle surfaLq- gradient of particle of sizepase

D * p D R /6 q 5, volt/mpae p pae cay -

f ospecific surface gradient of particle of size Dpf
volt/u*

S•O speciflc surface gradient of particle of size D , volt/"
1pso po
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= field intensity between metal and collecting electrodes,
volts/m

= field intensity in collecting electrode, volýs/m
2

ea apparent field strength across metal electrodes = E /Be
volts/M

-qa = apparent field strength due t3 accumulated charge
= 2/6 C, volts/M

H = height of mobility channel, m

k = dimensionless constant

k = Stokes-Cunningham correction factor on particle of size
C D , dimensionless

P

kCae = Stokes-Cunningham correction factor on particle size of
D dimensionless

pae,

kCe = correction factor on electric field strength to allow for
dielectric constant of collecting electrode, dimensionless

keq = correction factor on apparent field due to accumulated
charge to allow for charge image effects, dimensionless

ln = "natural logarithm of"

L = distance in mobility channel downstream from guard plate, m

Li = distance in mobility channel downstream from inlet edge of
collection electrode, m

L = length of wetted perimeter, mpw

m mass, kg

"mfo total mass of aerosol entering filter, kg

"s = total mass of aerosol enteriit mobility channel, kg"Po

"O = total mass of aerosol col~ected in purifier, kgpc

* total mass of aerosol entering purifier, kg

nfp total number of flow channels in purifier, dimens-onless

n = number (,f particles having a mobility of 3q, dimensicnIess
1Op5
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'Ne -" Reynolds number, dimensionless = Dh p 75/ 1

p = exponent (Eqiation B-i)

q exponent (Equation B-i)

q, -volumetric gas Mlow rate, cu m/sec

2 = charge induced on face of measuring probe electrode,
coulombs

Wb = charge induced on face of grounded electrode, coulombs

.2 = charge induced on face of shield electrode, coulombs

2 d total charge on collection electrode in projected area

under measuring probe electrode, coulombs

2p = charge on particle, coulombs

23 = concentration of charge on a surface or at an interface,
e-oulombs/sq. m

.6sg = concentration of charge at an interface between media
and .J, coulombs/sq.m

R = charge-to-mass ratio on particle of size Dp, coulombs/kg

R = average charge-to-mass ratio, coulombs/-gcay

t = time, sec

t = specific stopping time of particle of size Dps2 P

= kcPpDp /18 P, sec

t = specific stopping time of pa-ticle of size D
psae k p D2 /18 p, see pae

Cae p pae

u = fluid velocity, m/sec

u = average fluid velocity = qf/Af = qf/BH, m/sec

u = migration velocity of particle under influence of and in
pe direction of electrostatic field, m/sec
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x = distance, m

Wf = wass gas flow rate, kg/sec

p = fluid dGasity, kg/cu m

Pp = true particle density, kg/cu m

ppf = density of drop of size Dpf after evaporation of solvent,

kg/cu m

0p° = density of drop of solution of size D PO, kg/cu m

S= fluid viscosity, (kg)/(m)(sec)

a = geometric standard deviation (for log-probability size

distribution), dimensionless

6 = dielectric constant of fluid (gas), dimensionless

62 = dielectric constant of collection electirde, dimensionless

6 = composite dielectric constant for the electrode surface
which determines the sensitivity of calibration capacitance

to electrode surface capacitance = CsB3 6, dimensionless

e = permittivity of free space, 8.854 X 1O-12(coulombs)2/(m) 2(newton)

S= cumulative fraction of particles having a size less than
D and a mobility less than pe, dimensionlessP

:v = cumulative volume (or mess) fraction of particles having a
size--essg thAn D and a mobility less than pe , dimension-
less P

= mass fraction of solute in drop of size D dimensionless
popo

= cumulative number fraction of particles having a size and
mobility less than D or 8 , respectively, dimensionless

p pe

= electrical mobility of particle, (m/sec)/(volt/m)
pe

y = exponent (Table B-I)

S= fractional efficiency, dimensionless

= mass fraction of particles entering energized channel of
P purifier that are deposited in purifier, dimensionless

qcm = mass fraction of aerosol in central stream collected on
mobility channel electrodes, dimensionless
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Appendix A

SIGNIFICANCE OF AVERAGE DIAMETER MEASURED BY MOBILITY CHANNEL

Basically, the charge analyzer measures three independent quantities

at any bpecific location: (1) electrostatic mobility, 0 pe, determined by

the operating conditions and the location in the channel; (2) total charge

of material deposited at that location; e~nd (3) total mass of material

deposited at that location. From these, it is possible to calculate the

average charge-to-mass ratio, Rcav, of the material deposited at that

location. It Is also possible to calculate an average particle diameter,

D pae, defined as the diameter papticle that itas both the same chay e-to-

mass ratio and the same mobility as the material deposited.

For a given particle

pe U pe / =o C p p (A-•)

and

R = •p/(rrp D3/6) (A-2)
c p p p

Therefore

pe= pD /18p . (A-C)

Based on Equation A-3, the "average" diameter, Dpae, is defined.by

D = 18po A' P R(A4

pae pe Cae p cav (A4)

where kCae is the Stokes-Cunninghem factor corresponding to Dpae
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But, also by definition,

n po

E 2 dn
R no (A-5)

E (Tp D 3p/S)dn
0 pp

where n is the total number of particles at any location (i.e., total

number of particles having a mobility 0pe).

By substituting fv-r p from Equation A-1 and remembering that all

particles deposited at a specific location in the channel have the same

mobility, pe Equation A-5 becomes

npo

PO (D A ~)dn

So0 p np p0' P Dpdnpo

Hence, by combining Equations A-4 and A-6,

For large particles (much larger than the mean free path of gas molecules;

e.g., greater than 1 micron diameter at atmospheric conditions), kC ap-

proaches unity and

1/2

SDpdn

D I (A-7)

pa . LUDd
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T•hus, by reference to the definition of mean diameters given in Appenuix b,

D becomes identical to D for the case of large particles. In other
pae 31

words, when dealing with large aerosol pr~rticles, the mobility channel

essentially measures the volume-to-diameter mean.

For very small particles (much smaller than the mean free path of

the gas molecules; e.g., smaller than 0.01L at atmospheric conditions),

the drag on the pal •icles is essentially all molecular and kC becomes

£n-.nersely proportional to particle diameter. In this 'nase. Equation A-7

reduces to

npo

Z D3dn
D _= n 0 p (A-9)pae np 2

Z Ddn
0 p p

Thus for very small pa-ticles, Dlpae becomes identical to T32 which is

the Sauter or surface-to-volume mean diameter.

The average diameter, D a, may also be related to the volume mean

diameter, but the conversion depends on the nature of the distribution

as discussed in Appendix B.

If the particles follow a log-probability distribution, the relation-

ship between D and volume median is given bypae

For very large particles

2
D = D e (A-10)

For very small partic4 es

D = D X(l2)A"• (A-li)
my pae
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Appendix B

DEFINITION OF AND INTERRELATIONSHIP BETWEEN MFAN DIAMETERS

In general, mean diameter can be defined by

= Ol d r ['1/(q-p) )

If particles obey a log-probability distribution, Equation B-1

becomes

S= D e [(q+p)/2]tn2 a = D e[ q+p-6)/2]Ln2 0 (9-2)
qp un my

The Sauter mean diameter is defined as the particle diameter that

has the same specific surface as the collection of particles as a whole.

From this definition it follows that the 3auter diameter corresponds to

a mean for which q = 3 avid p - 2; i.e., the -auter diameter is D32"

The Sauter diameter will always be smaller than the volume or mass

median diameter. If the particles follow a log-probability relationship,

the ratio between the volume (or mass) median diameter and the Sauter

diameter is found from Equation B-2 to be

(D/D 3 2  (1 /2)Ln 2oa (0-3)

2
yLn aTable B-I lists values of e as a function of y and a. This

table is useful for converting one kind of mean diameter to another. The

ratio Dw/D3 2 Is then given for various standard geometric deviations,

0, by the column of numbers under y a 1/2. Thus, If a distribution cor-

reaponds to a value of a of 2, the value of D will be 1.2715 times
I1
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(or 27% larger than) the Sauter diameter. If a is 1.3, the mass median

,iiameter will be only 3.5% larger than the Sauter diameter.

While the values in the second column of Table B-I (corresponding

to y - 1/2) give the ratio of the mass median to the Sauter diameter,

it can also be shown that the last column (for y = 3) gives the ratio

of mass median to number median diameter.

Table 9-I lists various types of mean diameters together with the

names commonly applied to them.
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Table B-I

2
VALUE OF ei n' AS A FUNCTION OF G AND y

FOR VALUE OF y OF

a 0 1 1 3/2 2 5/2 3

1 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000

1.3 1.0000 1.0350 1.0713 1.1088 1.1476 1.1878 1,2294

1.5 1.0000 1.0857 1.1787 1.2797 1.3893 1.5083 1.6376

2 1.0000 1.2715 1.6168 2.0558 2.6141 3.3239 4.2264

2.5 1.0000 1.5217 2.3154 3.5233 5.3611 8.1578 12.413

3 1.0000 1.8285 3.3433 6.1130 11.177 20.438 37.369

3.5 1.0000 2.1918 4.8038 10.529 23.077 50.579 110.86

4 1.0000 2.6141 6.8333 17.863 46.694 122.06 319.08

4.5 1.0000 3.0991 9.6047 k9.766 92.250 285.89 U6.03

5 1.0000 3.6515 13.334 48.688 177.79 649.19 2370.5

5.5 1.0000 4.2763 18.287 7a.196 334.40 1430.0 6115.0

6 1.0000 4.9789 4.789 123.42 614.50 3059.5 15233.0

Table B-II

TYPES AND DEFINITIONS OF VARIOUS MEAN DIAMETERS

NMAE OF MENDIAMETE.R q p (-) (2

Geometric mean 0 0 0 3

Linear mean (Dumber mean) 1 0 0.5 2.5

Surface mean (surface-to-number mean) 2 0 1 2

Volume mean (volume-to-number meen) 3 0 1.5 1.5

Surface- to-di anter 2 1 1.5 1.5

Volume-to-diameter 3 1 2 1

Sauter (volume-to-surfsce mean) 3 2 2.5 0.5

De brouckere (mass meoe) 4 3 3.5 -0.5
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Appendix C

BASIC PERFORMANCE RELATIONSHIPS

Electrical Particle Mobility

The mobility channel essentially classifies particles by their

mobility. Consequently, the firet requirement Is to relate particle

mobility with the position where the particie deposits on the electrode

as a function of apparatus geometry and operating conditions. This is

done for idealized conditions. Then the significance of deviations from

idealized conditions are discussed together with the methods for apply-

ing proper corrections where indicated.

Idealized Conditions

First, we will consider conditions where an infinitely thin stream

of aerosol moving with the same uniform velocity, i, as a surrounding

sheath of clean air is suddenly exposed to a uniform electrical field,

V 0 in the absence of any gravitational field. Under these conditions,

a particle of electrical mobility Pe will acquire a velocity perpendic-

ular to the stream flow given by

u = e £ (c-l)
Spe Pe o

The distance downstream, L, that this particle will move before contacting

the channel wall is given by

L = UR/2 ° (C-2)

This &!asumes that (1) the particle retains the forward velocity component

of the gas, (2) the period of acceleration in attaining its cross velocity

of u is negligible, and (3) the particle is suddenly exposed to a
pe

field 0 at and downstream of the guard plate,
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From Equation C-2, the mobility of a partic'-e that deposits at a

position L downstream from the guard polate under the specified operating

conditions Mu and 6 o)is given by

=pe oB2E L (C-3)

or, in a normalized form,

(pe 80 1 (C-4)

Calculation of Field Strength

If the collection electrodes had a dielectric constant of unity and

ao particles had accumulated, the field strength, Eo' would be given

by e /B . However, the actual field strength will be higher because the

cielectric constant is greater than unity and lower because of effects

due to accumulated charged particles. Normally the mobility channel would

not be operated at particle accumulation levels where this latter effect

becomes significant. In either event, the effective field strength can

be calculated from Equation D-7 in Appendix D. This allows for both the

dielectric constant of the collecting electrode and any accumulated

charge.

Equation D-7 may be regarded as the definition of E 0" The fringing

fields at the end of the channel actually involve a variation in field

intensity and are separately accounted for as discussed below.

Effect of Velocity Distribution

Equation C-4 was developed for t.e case of a stream having a uniform

velocity profile. The velocity profile will not be uniform in actual

practice.

With a uniform field intensity, the lateral gas velocity distribu-

tion (i.e., velocity profile in a direction normal to the plane of the

thin aerosol stream) has no separate effect on tht point where a particle

deposits, providing tVe velocity profile is symmetric on each side of the

aerosol plune. In such a case, Equations C-1 to C-4 will still apply
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with U defined as the average velocity given by dividing the volumetric

flow rate by the cross-sectional flow area of the channel. A longitudinal

velocity profile (i.e., at right angles to the flow direction but parallel

to the plane of the aerosol stream), however, would have a direct influence

on the point of aerosol deposition. It is minimize this effect that

the mobility channel was made narrow and wide since the effect of longi-

tudinal velocity profile is not easily allowed for.

In the case of a varying field strength (as with fringing fields),

the lateral velocity distribution will also influence the results to an

extent dependent on the field variation. Consequently, this aspect is

dealt with in combination with field-variation effects below.

Effect of Fringing Fields

Fringing fieles may be present at the ends of the electrodes. The

relative effect of such fields would be most serious at the inlet end of

the channel where the particles of greatest mobility are being deposited.

To assess the magnitude of the effects of such fringing fields, calcula-

tions were performed for specific arbitrary electrode geometries and flow

patterns. Because of mathecatical complexities, a graphical method of

field and trajectory plotting was used.

The fields were obtained experimentally L/ a method of analog field

simulation with a conductive paper of uniform resistivity (Teledeltos

paper). The particle trajectories were then devioped graphically by

calculating and plotting successive incremental displacements. The three

arrangements shown in Fig. C-2 were conidered. Fe.- one of these arrange-

ments (Arrangement 1I1) two fluid flow 1 atterns were assuaed.

The results of the evaluations are compared in Fig. C-3 with predlc-

"tions for the idealized case of Equation C-4. Figure C-3 gives a plot

of normalized mobility against normalized position on the plastic collect-

ing electrode. Physically, the normalized mobility (defined by the ordi-

nate) represents the ratio of the migration velocity of the particles

toward the mobility channel walls to the average veloc! ty of the fluid

in the channel. The abscissa gives the position at shich a particle of

the indicated mobility will land on the electrode, expressed as channel
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widths from the Inlet end of the pl istic electrode. For this purpose the

ideal case has also been calculated assuming that the field starts at the

inlet end of the plastic electrode (i.e., L in Equation C-4 was taken

as L i).

"The specific data obtained iti the ev~luatlon for Arrangement III are

summarized in Table C-I and sepdrately plotted in Fig. C-4. In this table

and figure, position has been expressed in terms of distance from the edge

of the guard plate. For the ideal case it was assumed that the field

starts at the edge of the gi~ard plate (i.e., L in Equation C-4 was taken

as L'.

In both Figs. C-3 and C-4, term F is defined as E /B . The term B
0 e e e

is different from B because of the thickness of the plstic coliecting sur-

faces on the electrodes and the air gap between these surfaces. In making

the evaluations on which both Figs. C-3 and C-4 are based, it was assumed

that the dielectric constant of the plastic collecting electrode is the

same as for air (unity) because no simple way of graphically allowing for

the difference in dielectric constants has been devised.

In calculating the curves of Figs. C-3 and C-4, it was assumed that

the aerosol stream started at the center of the channel and had no signif-

icant width. A few checks were made to compare the spreading of the de-

posit that would be predicted for an otherwise idealized case to that ;iich

would result for Case IIIa. For the idealized conditions, the range in L

for a given mobility would be the same percentages as the range in the

initial aerosol stream width expressed as a percent of the total channel

width. For a U.115-in. aerosol stream width and a 1.50-in channel width,

this percentage & ±8i. Although the absolute levels of mobility were

diffe,'ent between the ideal cqse and Case III a, particularly at the inlet

end of the channel, the percentage spread in the deposit position *as about

the same over the entire length of the mobility channel.

Application

.No guard plates were used in the eariy runs with the mobility channel;

one electrode was groundi6d and one was charged. Thus, deviations from
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ideality for deposits on one electrode were greater than for Case I (which

assumed opposltely charged electrodes and a grounded outer upstream plate)

and were reversed for depnosits ot: the other electrode. This nonsymmetry

of deposit was actually observed in the early runs and was one of the

reasons for performing tLe above analysis.

The Zinal mobility channel employed guard plates as for Arrangement III.

Lecause of gasket requirements, the distance between the downstream edge of

the guard plates and the upstream edge of the plastic collection electrode

was 3/8 in. instpqd of 3/4 in. as for Arrangement III. The results cal-

culated for Arrangement III, however, should still apply for all practical

purposes, provided the edge of the guard plates is used as a reference

position (as was done in Ffq. C-4).

The zbov- equations for particle mobility are intrinsically applicable

for estimating purifier performanue. However, in the mobility channel a

particle must traverse only half the channel width before it deposits on

the channel wall. In the purifier some particles must traverse esaentially

no distance while others must traverse the entire channel width. Thus the

lowest-mobility particle completely collectable in the purifier is given

by the following counterpart of Equation C-3.

Pe)mn ) UB/ L (C-5)pe =~ 0/

where U and E are the velocity and field strength in the purifier and0

B and L are the width and overall length of the individual purifier chan-

nels. This equation holds regardless of the transverse velocity profile

but assumes a uniform longitudinal velocity profile.

Average Particle Diameter

A given location on the electrode corresponds to a particle having

a given mobility, pe. Vie average charge-to-mass ratio of all the par-

ticles collected at the location is meavured as R cav. By definition

Dpae = q/-18Wp k Cae)( pe/R cav) (C-6)
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This follows from the definition oi electric.Al particle mobility. The

quantity D is a specific type of average effective particle diameter.pae

It is that sized particle which has a mobility, B , and a charge-to-mass

ratio, R equal to that of the collected particles as a whole. Thecay,

significance of this type of average diameter is fully discussed in

Appendix A.

Because of the Stokes-Cunningham factor, direct calculation of Dpae
would involve a trial-and-error solution unless one has available a plot

of DpViF vs. D * To calculate D the quantity D J is then first
p C P pae pe Ce

calculated from a rearrangement of Equation C-6.

D = *(I8WPp)(• /Ra) (C-7)
Pse C4.e p pe cay

At atmospheric temperatures and pressure it can be shown that, for

the size range ab3ve 0,3p, the following approximation is good to better

than 5%.

D = D k- - 0.080 (C-8)

pae pae CaP

where both D ae an D e are in microns. For atmGspheric conditions
pae pae Cae

this may be used as an alternate to the use of a plot of D VIr vs. D
p C p

Average Specific Stopping Time

From the definition of specific stopping time

t = 8 /R -)
psae pe cay (C-9)

and represents the specific stopping time of a particle of size D e

Average Specific Particle Surface Gradient

Prom the definition of specific particle surface gradient

=(l/e6)../(_pP/2k, )O3 RC10
psae =p Cae) pe cav (C-IO)

and represents the specific surface gradient of a particle of size D

pae
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Purifier and Mobility Channel Performance

The overall performance of both the purtfier and the mobility channel

as collectors of charged particles can be calculated from the material

balance data.

Purifier Performance

Assume (1) that the flow is equally distributed between all the

purifier flow channels, (2) that all channels are equal in size, (3) that

only the central one is not energized, and (4) that mechanical deposition

on the channel walls is negligible. The amount of aerosol leaving with

the gas stream in the central channel is m po/nfp, while the total amount

leaving the other channels is m po(nfp - 1)/nfp](1 - 1). The sum of

these two quantities constitutes the quantity of aerosol entering the

mobility channel, m mo Setting up this equality and solving for

P = [mpom PjCnfp

m p, \n fp

This gives the fraction of the total aerosol collected in the energized

portion of the purifier.

Mobility Channel Performance

Assume (1) that material leaving the energized channels of the purifier

is uncharged and passes through the mobility channel and (2) that there is

no mechanical deposition on the mobility channel walls. By definition,

the amount of material in the central aerosol stream collected in the

mobility channel is 11 (m /nf). The amount of material (initially in

this central stream) leaving the mobility channel is, therefore,

(1- cm)(mpo/nfp'. The material entering the filters is the sum of

this, plus the material escaping the energized portion of the purifier, or

(1 - Tcm)(mpo/nfp) + (1 - )(mpo)[(nfp - 1)/nfp] mfo (C-12)
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Substituting for from Equation C-11 and solving for cm

I = [nfp (mmo mfo )/mpo] (C-13)

Subject to the assumptions above (1 - 1cm) gives the fruction of the

aerosol that has an electrical mobility less than the minimum collectible

in the mobility channel.

Limiting Channel Capacity

One essential requirement for the reliable operation of the mobility

channel is that the flow be streamline in nature and not subject to tur-

bulent or eddy mixing. In addition the velocity profile must be, at least,

known. As previously mentioned, it is desirable that the longitudinal

velocity profile be uniform to avoid major- mathematical complexities.

To minimize the effect of mixing or circulation due to either thermal

currents or minor leakages, it is desirable to ope:'ate at as high a gas

velocity as possible. However, the upper limit on gas velocity is deter-

mined by the point at which the flow becomes turbulent. This point can

be specified in terms of the Reynolds number.

N = Dh P/ (C-14)

For a narrow channel, the hydraulic diameter is essentially equal to twice

the channel width (i.e., twice its smallest dimension) or

N Re = 2EUP/4

= 2qf/•PiA = (2p.1•)(qf/H)

= 2wf/11H (C-15)

For a circular channel, the hydraulic diameter is equal to the actual

diameter and

NRe =LI•/P

i(4/n)(Q/p)(q/D) (4/ wf/A (C-ie)
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The following are values of qf/H and q/D corresponding to various

values of NRe as calculated from Equations C-15 and C-16 when dealing

with atmospheric air (air at 250C; p = 0.0740 lb/cu. ft; p = 0.0184 cp):

Corresponding Capacity
Reynolds Narrow Channel Circular Duct

Number q/A qf/D
(dimensionless) (cf tn.) (cfm/in.)

100 0. 0418 0. 066

500 0.209 0.328

1,000 0.418 0.656

0,.00 0.627 0.985

2,000 0.836 1.312

To ensure streamline flow, NRe must be below 1,500. Therefore, the maimum

possible capacity for a narrow channel is 0.63 cfa/in. of height indepen-

dent of channel width. The narrower the channel, however, the higher the

allowable velocity and hence the less the susceptibility to the interfer-

ing influences of convective currents. For a channel 1.5 in. wide, the

maximum allowable velocity (i.e., such that ,IRe < 1500) at atmospheric

conditions would be 1.0 ft/sec or 30 cu/sec.

Size aid Charge of Solution Drops After Evaporation

It is readily shown that when a drop has completely evaporated, the

final drop diameter is given by

(Dpf/Dpo) = (CpoPpo/pf ) 1/3 (C-17)

If the drop is Initially charged and no charge is lost during evapora-

tion, It Is also readily shown that the charge level tfter complete evapora-

tion is given by

,2 /o .( ,2/3
psf Ppso (Dpo /pf ) k pf / poPPO) (C"181,

Thiý. assumee, of course, that the final drop is still spherical.
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Thus, If rf = 0.02, Ppo = 1.0 g/cc, and Ppf = 1.5 g/cc, It follows
from Equations C-17 and C-18 that Dp Dp= 0.237 and Fpsf/_po= 17.8.

Thus the final drop will be approximately one fourth an large an the

Initial drop but bear a specific surface charge gradient 18 times as
great.
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Table C-I

CALCULATED TRAJECTOAIES OF PARTICLES

FOR CASES II.I AND Illb
FIM GRAPH ICL EVALUATIONS

NOWtALIZED
IMI LITY POINT Of

TYPE DIPOSIT ION
FLOR ON PLASTIC

PROFll I U LETRODU•)I (L/B)

(D'aar nai ogiees•)

L-niform 10 0.?25

(Case lila) 2 0.425

1 0.625
0.5 1.165
0.25 2.25
0.125 4.25
0.05 10.25

Paraboitc 15 0.23

(Case Ilb) 3 0.365
1.5 9.52S
0 IS 0.92S
0.375 1.61

1. is delasce downstream from eSd of guard plate;

B to ciearance bI•etea gasade plastic ele-,rod. faces;

is epperents fied grodkoat is mobilLy channel ' E,-*d

u in *verage ilo ve icQty ts sOsc!lt chaskal q /m.
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Appendix D

FIELD INTENSITY FOR IDEAL UDBILITY CHANNEL

Introduction

For this purpose, the concern Is with a uniform channel as illus-

trated in Fig. D-I. The following assumptions ,re involved in this

idealized channel: (1) uniformly distribut d, equal and oppcsite charges on

inside surfaces of plastic electrode, (2) infinitely long channel height

and length relative to width, B (to eliminate any fringe field effects),e

(3) symmetric electrode arrangements as shown in Fig. D-1; and (4) infi-

nite resistance of plastic electrodes (i.e., no charge can leak off).

The following discussion derives the relationship needed to calcu-

late the field intensity inside this channel for the prescribed georetrY,

imposed pctential differen-e, and accumulated charge.

Fundamental Relationships

By definition

E J dx . (D-1)

SiDce the normal components of electric displacezent across a bound-

ary differ by the surface charge density at the boundary

ini- Onj 2 sliJ (D,-2)

Derivation

From Equation D-1

2B 1 2B2 0+ B F e (D--3)
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From Equation D-2

6e -6 " = o (-.4)
-1 2- 2

2 -- 2 C

Solving Equations D-3, 4, and 5 simultaneously for 0o

E2' e f2 2B 2 (61 2 ) 1
0[~B + 2B + 2B ( 6 &J 'i~ 2B, + 2B,(6/6)

(D-6)

Conclusions

Equaticn D-, can be rearranged to

(E\ FB1 - (2B, [ + 2B,,( 6/ 6.,~
0 B [B+ 20, + 2B2(6/M2) B + 2B~ + 2B 2 (6/6 2j

= 8 akrea -e qak~q (I-7)

where e = apparent field strength E /Bea e e

S= apparent field strength due to accumulated charge

= correction factor ý," electrical .. eld btrength to allow

for dielectric constant of plastic electrodes

= Be/LB + 2B1 + 2B,2 (6,/6 2 )]

k = correction factor on apparent field due to accumulated

Eq charge tO allow for charge image effecte.

= [2B1 + 2B2 (6/6 2 )J/[B + 2B1 + 2B (6/8 2 )-
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For the actual experimental arrsngements used

B = 1.5 in B, 1/6 in

B = 2.0 inBe 6

B = 1/8 in 2 = 2.55

Therefore

k = 1.082
Fe

k = 0.188
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Appendix E

CAPACITANCE OF CHARGE ANALYZER

The calibration of the analyzer is given by the factor relating

the electrometer reading (a voltage E ) to the total charge under

the measuring probe (2d). The ratio 2 d/Em, is a capacitance and can

be called the calibration capacitance of the instrument,

Cc = 2d/EM (E-l)

The calibration of the instrument will then involve determining the value

of C

Derivation of Basic Capacitance Relationships

In general, C will be affected by the dimensions of the mobilityc

chamber and analyzer probe, the effective dielectric constant of the

collection surface, various spacings between components, and the meter

and cable capacitances. Their relative effects can be determined by a

capacitance analysis of the measuring system. The system is diagrammed

in Fig. E-1.

The system is divided into three regions indicated by circled

numbers in Fig. E-1. The charge deposit is assumed to be uniform in

each region; it can. therefore, be assumed to exist on an infinites-

imally thin conductor in each region, but the conductor of one region

being insulated from the other. Region 1 is outside of the probe

carriage. Region 2 is the shield portion of the probe carriage, and

Region 3 is the measurement area. These regions are considered plane-

parallel capacitors; the capacitors of one region are connected to those

of an adjacent region only where conductors cross the dashed lines. The

resulting capacitor diagram is shown in Fig. E-2 for each region with

interconnections shown as dashed lines. The signal voltages are measured
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at E and E'. Additional capacitances (of the electrometer, slide wire
m m

and cables) are associated with these measurements.

If the electrodes and shield are grounded during the measurement,

then the capacitances of Regions 1 and 2 do not affect the readings

at E and E'. The resulting capacitance diagram, including the effects
m m

of the measurement capacitance, is shown in Fig. E-3.

In Fig. E-3, C is the capacitance per unit area of the collection5

surface when isolated from the rest of the system; A is the area of
m

the probe; B and B are indicated in Fig. E-l; and C is the meter,
3 4

slide wile and cable capacitance. A total charge 2 d is contained on

the "conductor" marked in bold lines. Note that the two probe systems

are isolated and can be considered separately. Since they arp also

identical in form, only one side need be solved. The circuit to be

solved is shown in Fig. E-4, which indicates the charges on the capacitor

plates. The equations are

m C + (c6A/B 4 ) (E-2)

E-m E, (_§Aa/B (E- 3)

E1  bA (E-4)
ýs m

In addition, it is known that the probe (the conductor labeled E )m

is uncharged, since it is an isolated conductor and is discharged before

a measurement is made. Therefore

a .. (E-5)

and

-~ (E- 6)b a d
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di

The above equations can then be reduced to

2a = -1m[ Cm + (66Am/B 4 )] (E-7)

2 a = (Em -E• 1 )(e6Am/B 3 ) (E-8)

2 d = E1[CsAm + (.S6Am/B 3 )]- E eM6AM/B 3  (E-9)

These three equations can be solved for 2 d by eliminating El and 2a to

yield

2 d =E{m C ,+ (cS6/B 3) ][A, + (C m/B 3 + (B 3A M/B4)] - e6A_/ 3

(1-10)

From Equations E-1 and E-1O,

cc [Am + (CmB 3 //i6) + (B3 Am//B 4 )][C , + (S6/B - [--A/B 3 ]

= [Am Cs' + [(B 3 /B 4 )A C ] + [e_6Am /B 4 ] + Cm + C Cm CsB3/i6]

(E-11)

which can be simplified to

cc = ACms + (B3 /B 4 )[1 + (l/6m)]AmCs + (1 + 6)Cm , (E-12)

where

6 CsB3/i6 (E-13)

Final Relationship

The capacitance C represents the combined capacitances of the
m

electrometer, interconnecting cables, slide wires, and miscellaneous

distributed capacitances. The value of C is difficult to determine
0
without removing the probe portion of the analyzer from the carriage.
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However, the capacitance labeled C M + (i6Am/B 4 ) in Fig. E-4 is the total

capacitance, • , between the probe and ground with the electrode platesP
removed; this can be easily measured. When Equation E-12 is written in

terms of C , we obtain

C - A C + (l + 8m)C . (E-14)
c m s m p

Application

The factors in Equations E-i4 can all be measured: C i1 determineds

by coating an electrode with a thi" conductive surlace of known area and

measuring its capacity with a bridge; "p is measured on a bridge by

removing the electrode plates and measuring the total capacitance between

probe electrodes and ground; A and B3 are fixed by the design geometry.

In this fashion, the following values were obtained:

C = 1.429 picofarads/sq. in.5

\ = 93.5 picofaradsp
A = 5.72 sq. in.m
B3 a 0.125 in.

Therefore

6 m = Bs3 /16 - 0.794

A C = 8.2 picofaradsm s

and, from Equation X-14, 158.0 picofarads.

An alternative method is to measure tie v.etial recorded by the

probe electrode in the presence of a given charge on the mobility channel

electrode both J the presence and absence of c large known capacitance,

C x, in parallel with the probe. For these cases, from Equations E-1

and E-14

d M c Im[AmC S. (1 6 m) 2 (M-)s)
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=E [A C + (A+ 6( +d mx x mxma m p x

mx Am + (1 + 6 p)C ( 6) x,
- E [C +(l+ • J. (+116

mx [Cc + + 6M)U x] (E-16)

Combining E-15 and E-16 and solving for P jr c

2 () (E-17)

(1 + x
(E m '(/En,- (E18

For a capacitance x of 970.0 picofarads, it was fouWd that (Em/Emx

was 11.45 and 11.58 for the left and right electrodes, respect.vell-,

Thus, using the previously determined value of C of 1.429 picofarads/

sq. in. (and hence 6 = 0.794W, the following values are obtained from

Equations E-17 and E-18

Capacitance, picofarads

Electrode p C c

left 88.1 166.5

right 86.9 164.5

Since the last term of Equation E-17 is small, C is almost inde-
P

pendent of the value of% . Thus, this technique is basically an

independent masurement of . The value caicul-Aed for 2C frost

Equation E-18 is deperdent on 6 which in turn is based on the same
u

value of obtained previously.

An average value of 163 picofarads has be.n azsumed In all calcula-

tions for convorting electrometer reading to charge on the tape being

scanned.
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